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GM targets Michelin
airless tire for fitment
By Bruce Davis
bdavis@crain.com

Michael J. Brown (far right) explains the grape-growing process to dealers during an activity at the Robert
Mondavi Winery in Napa, Calif. The dealers were attending a Nexen Tire dealer appreciation event.

Remedy for success

Nexen has ambitious goals as it continues to increase market share
By Don Detore

ddetore@crain.com

NAPA, Calif.

As mid-year approaches and the weather across
North America heats up, the cold and flu season
seems to be a fleeting memory.
It’s much like the days when Nexen Tire America
Inc. was prone to any industry or customer malady.
John Hagan, executive vice president of the Seoul,
South Korea-based tire maker, used an appropriate
analogy to describe the company’s immune system
now in place to fight off industry infirmities.
Today, the emphasis is on a balanced distribution
network.
“We had some large customers in the past, that if
they got a cold, we got a flu,” Mr. Hagan said during
an interview with Tire Business. “Now if they get a
flu, we get a flu.
“My goal is, if they get a flu, we get a cold. Or we
get the sniffles.”
Nexen, he said, continues to post double-digit

growth in sales — a trend that has continued in the
first quarter of 2019 — and has set a goal to secure
3.25 percent market share in the U.S. by 2020. The
tire maker has its sights set on cracking the Top 10
in global sales by 2025.
In Tire Business’ 2018 Global Tire Report, Nexen Tire Corp. ranked 20th in total sales, at $1.65
billion. Hangzhou, China-based Zhongce Rubber
Group Co. Ltd. held the 10th position with sales of
$3.62 billion, more than double Nexen’s.
Mr. Hagan shared that vision with 26 dealers —
including two dozen direct tire dealers and two associate dealers — and their companions — during
a five-day dealer appreciation event, held in April in
California’s Napa Valley.
He hoped the dealers left wine country not only
with a greater affinity for fine wines — it seems as
if every parcel of land in the valley not part of a
winery or business grows some variety of grapes
— but also with a clear understanding of where the
SEE NEXEN, PAGE 23
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Q&As with tire
industry experts

General Motors Co. has agreed to
accompany Michelin Group on the
next leg of its journey to bring a viable
extended mobility solution to market.
Michelin, in partnership with GM,
has taken development of its decade-plus old Tweel maintenance-free,
non-pneumatic tire/wheel system to
the next level with the “Uptis” prototype that the companies said could be
market ready as an original equipment
fitment by 2024.
Michelin and GM presented the
next-generation airless tire/wheel concept during the Movin’On Summit for
sustainable mobility, held in Montreal
June 4-6.
Uptis — Unique Punctureproof
Tire System — is based on the fundamentals of Michelin’s Tweel tire/
wheel product, introduced at the 2005
Detroit Auto Show, according to Eric
Vinesse, Michelin executive vice
president, research and development.
Like the Tweel, the Uptis uses resin-reinforced fiberglass spokes as
load-bearing elements. The materials,
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MONTREAL

Steve Kiefer, GM senior vice president, global purchasing and supply
chain, shares the advantages to Uptis
at Movin’On in Montreal.

production process and architecture
of the Uptis spoke design is completely new, however, Mr. Vinesse said.
The spokes are molded onto an aluminum cylinder and the rubber tread is
SEE MICHELIN, PAGE 26

GOP, industry groups oppose
tariffs on goods from Mexico
By Miles Moore

mmoore@crain.com

WASHINGTON

Senate Republicans are rebelling
against President Trump’s announcement that he would levy tariffs on all
goods imported from Mexico, reflecting
the general shock and dismay expressed
by U.S. business interests at the news.
According to various news reports,
Senate GOP leaders threatened White
House officials with a veto-proof vote to
overturn the tariffs if the president goes
ahead with them as planned June 10.
“There is not much support for it
in my conference for tariffs,” Senate
Majority Leader Mitch McConnell,
R-Ky., reportedly said. Sen. McConnell also urged the White House
to hold off on tariffs until President
Trump had a chance to hear the concerns of members of Congress.
Senate Finance Committee Chairman Charles Grassley, R-Iowa, con-

Shipping Nationwide

demned the tariffs almost as soon as
President Trump announced them via
Twitter May 30.
“Trade policy and border security
are separate issues,” Sen. Grassley said
in a statement on his website. “This is
a misuse of presidential tariff authority
and counter to congressional intent.
“Following through on this threat
would seriously jeopardize passage
of USMCA (the U.S.-Mexico-Canada Agreement), a central campaign
SEE TARIFFS, PAGE 26
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THE MICHELIN AGILIS CROSSCLIMATE TIRE
FOR YOUR FLEET
®

®

®

If your job takes you into the city, drive with confidence with Michelin’s
most durable heavy-duty commercial light truck tire ever—the MICHELIN®
Agilis® CrossClimate® tire. It resists curb scrubbing, lasts up to 19% longer
under heavy loads than the competition1 and offers excellent wet and
snow traction.
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See the difference at MichelinTruck.com.
1
Based on a treadwear test using tires in size LT265/70R17 121/118R on 2018 Ford F250 pickup trucks, loaded up to 9800 lbs, vs. the following competitors. Actual on-road results may vary. Average projected
mileage to wearout: MICHELIN® Agilis® CrossClimate®: 24,500 miles, Bridgestone® Duravis™ M700 HD: 20,600 miles, Firestone® Transforce™ AT2: 22,000 miles, and Firestone® Transforce™ HT: 19,800 miles.
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Mother’s Day surprise

TireHub opens facility
RNR gives cars, tires to deserving moms in Fla., expands reach

“Fort Myers is a perfect fit,” Mr.
TireHub L.L.C. has expand- Gibbons said. “We have customed into a new market for the first ers there that have been previously
time in its brief history, opening a served through TLCs in neighboring
TireHub Logistics Center (TLC) in cities, and this expansion allows us to
meet their needs with more
Fort Myers, Fla.
frequent deliveries and exThe 50,000-sq.-ft. facilceptional personalized serity is the wholesale distribvice. We are tremendously
utor’s 69th logistics center
excited to have an official
in the U.S.
presence in the city.”
Peter Gibbons, CEO of
TireHub said it already
TireHub, the joint venture
has relocated centers in
between Bridgestone Amerseveral existing cities to
icas Inc. and Goodyear, said
meet product demand in
that expanding into a new
Gibbons
each respective area. The
market within the first year
wholesale distributor said
of business “is a milestone
it plans to assess opportunities conthat we are incredibly proud of.”
The facility, which is being leased, tinually to determine “where it can
has seven full-time employees, and better serve customers based on
according to a spokesperson, Tire- the needs of each market, which
includes new geographies if that’s
Hub has plans to hire a few more.
TireHub launched in July 2018. where it makes sense.”
Sylvia Wilks, vice president of opThe Fort Myers location, like all locations, will have access to the full erations at TireHub, said “everything
passenger and light truck tire product we do to grow our business is a teslines from the Goodyear and Bridge- tament to the consistent demand for
stone companies, including Bridge- premium Goodyear and Bridgestone
stone, Goodyear, Dunlop, Firestone, tires. Our priority is to provide dealFuzion, Kelly and LeMans, as well ers and retailers what they need, when
as Toyo and select Goodyear and and where they need it. Opening Fort
Myers is a great example of that.”
Kelly commercial tires.
ATLANTA

giveaway for other deserving single mothers.
RNR Tire Express &
In 2017, RNR Tire ExCustom Wheels expandpress Rental Concepts
ed its annual Mother’s
promoted the contest to
Day car and tire givegive away one new car in
away to honor all types
its market.
of deserving mothers
The franchisee’s 2019
nominated in a national
Mother’s Day New Car
contest.
Giveaway expanded to
Customers
across
giving away two new
the nation had the opBuick Encores in drawportunity to nominate a
ings involving all moth“superhero mom” and
ers, not just single moms.
from thousands of enThis year, the contest
tries, RNR Tire Express
selected three mothers David Harrison (left), a partner in Rental Concepts, an RNR had two different sponto receive new cars. The franchise group, poses with Tammy Niederhelman of Carl sors — Yokohama Tire
Corp. sponsored the
dealership chain also gave Junction, Mo., who is receiving her new car.
giveaway for RNR Tire
25 sets of tires to mothers
Express Rental Concepts North stores, while Nexen Tire
who were runners-up in the contest.
RNR recognized the three mothers at surprise reveal America Inc. sponsored the giveaway for RNR Tire Exevents at their local stores where nominating families press Rental Concepts South stores. Both cars were fitted
with a new set of the sponsor’s brand tires.
presented their moms with a free vehicle.
Meanwhile the Tampa-based RNR corporate office
The Mother’s Day car giveaway initiative was started
by David Harrison, a partner in Rental Concepts, an RNR sponsored a third car giveaway.
The donation of 25 sets of tires were sponsored by
franchise group with stores in Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma and Missouri, in honor of his own mother. Yokohoma and Nexen.
More than 5,000 mothers were nominated this year and
Mr. Harrison was raised by a single mother who worked
to provide for her four children. When Mr. Harrison reached the finalists were reviewed by a panel of judges. The wina point in his life where he could repay his mother, he bought ners of the cars were:
her a new car. Her gratitude inspired him to launch a car
SEE RNR, PAGE 24
RNR Tire Express & Custom Wheels photo

TAMPA, Fla.

eBay adds 3,500 shops Goodyear strikes another deal
to tire installer network Tire maker dives deeper into fleet mobility services
Crain’s Cleveland Business

SAN JOSE, Calif.

Online auto parts and accessories
retailer eBay Motors is expanding its
tire installer network to include Firestone Complete Auto Care/Tires Plus
and TBC Corp.’s NTB and Tire Kingdom brands through a partnership with
CarAdvise L.L.C.
The partnership with CarAdvise, a
San Jose-based online vehicle repair
and maintenance platform, will expand
eBay Motors’ tire installer network by
about 3,500 tire shops nationwide.
Thousands of additional brandname shops within the CarAdvise
network are slated to roll out over the
coming months, the companies said.
The partnership boosts the number
of tire listings with installation services
available to eBay Motors customers
more than 10 times over what it was,
with more to be added throughout the
year, eBay said.
“As the nation’s leading automotive
repair and maintenance technology
platform, we are thrilled to partner with
eBay Motors, allowing their customers
to leverage our technology and extensive
network to further streamline eBay’s online tire-buying process,” Greg Tepas,
CarAdvise founder and CEO, said.
“Through this partnership, we’re able

to connect with millions of eBay automotive shoppers, offering increased
convenience and selection when it
comes to servicing their vehicle.”
eBay Motors customers can add professional installation services to their
online tire purchase. At check-out,
customers are prompted to choose a
service provider in their local area and
complete the transaction.
Following payment on eBay, customers select a preferred date and time
for their installation appointment and
can add additional services, such as a
wheel alignment or oil change, via the
CarAdvise platform.
eBay launched its tire installation
services in 2017 in the U.S. with an
initial 9,000 service locations across
the country. eBay ships customers’ tire
purchases directly to the selected automotive repair shops for installation at
no additional cost.
CarAdvise offers consumers a platform to compare prices for maintenance services at more than 20,000 repair shops nationwide. Consumers and
commercial fleets receive upfront discounted pricing when booking through
CarAdvise using its proprietary technology to approve and pay for services
suggested by the shop real-time.
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Goodyear is teaming up with Prazo Inc., an electric
car subscription company doing business as “Borrow,”
to help it forecast and schedule needed tire maintenance and replacement on a timely basis.
“Goodyear is focused on the future of mobility with
a strong emphasis on fleets and electric vehicles,”
Chris Helsel, Goodyear’s chief technology officer,
said. “This relationship with Borrow continues our
testing of digital service solutions for consumer fleets,
allowing Goodyear to lead in this space.”
West Hollywood, Calif.-based Borrow has 80 customers so far but said it is on track to have 750 cars on
the road by year-end.
Goodyear said its focus is to service the fleet’s
tires, as well as provide additional services in order
to maximize Borrow’s uptime and customer experience. Goodyear is using its Mobile Tire Shop vans to
service Borrow’s customers’ vehicles, with the potential to include its company-owned retail stores and
aligned dealer network as the pilot progresses.
“Goodyear is using its unique predictive tire-servicing solution for connected fleets to forecast and
automatically schedule needed tire maintenance and
replacement,” Goodyear said in announcing the partnership.
“Leveraging Goodyear’s expertise in tires, the
cloud-based platform predicts and automatically
schedules tire servicing via vehicle data and proprietary algorithms.”

For Goodyear, the relationship represents more than
a sale of its predictive fleet technology; it also gives
the company a larger laboratory to continue developing that and similar products.
The company said its Goodyear’s Innovation Lab in
San Francisco will test its technology while servicing
the Borrow fleet.
Borrow offers customers subscriptions that allow
them to lease an electric vehicle for three, six or nine
months, with some high-end vehicles in its stable.
For example, a customer can lease a BMW i3 for between $524 and $624 a month, or a Tesla 3 for between
$1,100 and $1,500 a month. The company includes
charging credits, all maintenance and roadside assistance
in its price, and Goodyear will help it predict when tires
need to be replaced and provide roadside service with its
company vans.
It’s also only one of numerous points of entry Goodyear has staked out for the electric and shared vehicle
markets through its Innovation lab in San Francisco.
Goodyear also has an ongoing pilot with Envoy
Technologies Inc., a provider of shared on-demand,
community-based electric vehicles, as well as a successful test program with Tesloop Inc., a city-to-city
mobility service that exclusively uses Tesla electric
vehicles, the tire maker said.
Culver City, Calif.-based Envoy is using Goodyear’s
predictive tire-servicing program to forecast and schedule tire maintenance and replacement. Goodyear gathers
data from Envoy’s connected vehicles and will use its
SEE GOODYEAR, PAGE 24

Deadline nears to nominate dealer for Humanitarian Award
AKRON

Nominations are due July 31 for
the 2019 Tire Dealer Humanitarian
Award, which recognizes an independent tire dealer or retreader who,
during the past year, has made significant contributions to the betterment of
his or her community through charitable or public service work.

The winner, selected by an independent
committee outside of the tire industry,
will receive the Tire Dealer Humanitarian Award Medal and a $2,500 donation
to the charity of his or her choice.
The 26th annual award, sponsored
by Tire Business, will be presented
during the 2019 Tire Industry Association Honors Night on Nov. 4,

prior to the opening of the Specialty Equipment Market Association
(SEMA) Show, Nov. 5-8, in Las Vegas. Mark Smith of Midas of Richmond was the 2018 recipient.
To nominate a worthy tire dealer,
go to tirebusiness.com. Click on the
awards tab and supply the pertinent
information.
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Frasier Tire opens 5th location in S.C.

Texas legislature passes
another used tire bill

ST. GEORGE, S.C.

Frasier Tire Service, which calls itself South
Carolina’s largest independent Goodyear dealer, has opened a location in St. George, its fifth
store in the state.
Frasier is leasing the former LeGrande Fender Inc. location, a 40-plus-year tire and automotive service business that Frasier Tire called “a
mainstay” in the St. George community.
Frasier Tire, which Julian Frasier started in
Sumter in 1974, operates stores in Columbia,
Charleston and Sumter.
The new location is situated between the
Columbia and Charleston locations, expanding the Frasier Tire footprint.
Mr. Frasier said he has known Mr. Fender
for years and called it “an honor” to continue
the LeGrande Fender business.
“(Mr. Fender) and his son Blaine are men of
the highest integrity — a real credit to the tire

business,” Mr. Frasier said.
“We will strive to build on the Fenders’
outstanding reputation as business men,” he
added.
Frasier Tire is in the
process of remodeling the
7,500-sq-ft. facility, which
has eight bays.
Mike Perritt, who has
previously served as Frasier Tire’s service manager
in Sumter and store manager in Georgetown, will
serve as the store manager
at St. George, which has
Frasier
six employees.
The store offers automotive tire and repair services along with full
commercial truck service, including 24/7 emergency roadside service through the Goodyear

FleetHQ Network.
Tripp Lee, vice president of sales for the
company, said staff will be added as the medium commercial business increases. Frasier
Tire now has 64 employees.
“We will now be able to serve our customer’s needs, especially for medium commercial
truck service, along I-26 from Charleston to
Newberry and on Interstate 95 from Hampton
County all the way to Florence,” Mr. Lee said.
“Combined with our presence in Sumter,
which includes our Goodyear Authorized Retread manufacturing plant, automotive service
retail store, commercial truck service center
and wholesale distribution warehouse — we
see the St. George addition as the next logical
step in our long range plan to continue being
the best source in South Carolina for Goodyear tires along with service that is always exceptional,” Mr. Lee said.

Leeds West promotes 5 in auto division
GREENWOOD VILLAGE, Colo.

Leeds West Groups (LWG), the
operator of 100 Midas and Big O
Tires stores across the U.S., has
promoted five executives in its
LW Automotive Division.
Heading the list of promotions
is Timothy Moran, vice president
of the LW Midas Division East
Coast and the LWG Big O Tires
Division, who became head of
the LW National Midas Division
April 1.
He oversees the firm’s Midas
portfolio of 85-plus stores on the
East Coast, Midwest and in Colorado.
Mr. Moran joined LWG in
March 2017 after a 15-plus-year
career with AutoPart International, a sub-entity of Advance Auto
Parts.
Also promoted were:
• James Gould — to vice president of the LWG Big O Tires Division, overseeing LWG’s nine
Big O Tires stores in Colorado;
previously was director of the
LWG Big O Tires Division, re-

Midas stores in the Midwest;
previously was district manager
of LW’s Chicago-area Midas operations. He started with Midas
in 2013 in Denver before being
promoted to the Chicago-area
district manager’s post.
• Brendan LaBarre — to
district manager of LW’s Connecticut Midas operations; previously was store manager of
the Midas location in Norwalk,
Conn. He will assist Mr. Lee in
overseeing the Midas locations
in Connecticut. He has been
with LWG since 2014.
LWG CEO Judd Kyle Shader
said, “We are truly committed
to being the fastest-growing
aftermarket franchise automotive repair retail company in
the country and doing so from
Leads West Groups promoted five executives, clockwise from lower left: within the LWG family. We are
Brendan LaBarre, Ben Oliver, Timothy Moran, Matt Lee and James Gould. committed to creating a true
next level path with the correct
structure and guidance that will
• Matt Lee — to director of TBC Corp.
• Ben Oliver — to director of help us achieve these lofty goals
LW East Coast Midas, overseeing 15 Midas locations along the LW’s Mid-West Midas Division, with the full backing and support
East Coast; previously was dis- overseeing the firm’s 23-plus of our board of directors.”
porting to Mr. Moran. He joined
LWG in 2013 after a long career
with Midas International in San
Diego and Chicago.

OBITUARY

Rauso, co-owner
of Lockhart Tire
PITTSBURGH

Joseph L. Rauso, 82, co-owner of Pittsburgh-based Lockhart Tire, died May 6.
With his cousin, Peter F. Rauso, Mr.
Rauso owned and operated Lockhart
Tire, which was founded in 1961 by Peter A.
Rauso.
Mr. Rauso was active for many years in
the Tire Dealers Association of Western
Pennsylvania.
Rauso
He is survived by
his wife, Elaine (Tavolieri); son Jeffrey;
daughters Debra (Gregory) Molter and
Lori (Ted) Roller; seven grandchildren;
and four step-grandchildren.

trict manager of LW’s Connecticut Midas stores. He joined LWG
in 2013 as part of LWG’s acquisition of 30 Midas locations from

Sentury moves Fla. HQ,
warehouse to larger facility
HIALEAH, Fla.

Sentury Tire USA has moved its headquarters and Florida warehouse to a larger facility
in Hialeah that it said will help expedite shipments to the firm’s distribution customers.
The new site is twice the size of the former
location in Miami and offers relatively easy access to both I-75 and
I-95, the company said.
“The new office space accommodates the additional marketing,
IT and support staff our company
has added,” Executive Vice President Maxwell Wee said.
“Our business is growing, and we
have ambitious plans for expanding our Delinte,
Landsail, Sentury, Pantera and GroundSpeed
brands.”
The Hialeah warehouse complements Sentury’s warehouse in Rialto, Calif., which spans
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140,000 square feet.
“Both warehouses inventory all of Sentury’s tire brands,” Mr Wee added.
“The increased capacity will accommodate more SKUs and larger quantities to expedite fill-in orders, ensuring our distributors

always have the tires they need.”
Sentury Tire USA is a subsidiary of Chinese tire manufacturer Qingdao Sentury Tire
Co. Ltd., which has factories in China and
Thailand.
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AUSTIN, TEXAS

For the second time since 2017, the Texas
legislature has passed a bill prohibiting the
installation of unsafe used tires on highway
vehicles.
The bill, Texas Senate Bill 511, makes it
illegal for sellers to install tires that have
1/16-inch tread or less, that have damage
exposing steel belts or other internal components or that have visible sidewall bulges
or improper repairs.
The U.S. Tire Manufacturers Association, which drafted the model bill on which
SB 511 was based, said it was pleased at the
bill’s May 23 passage.
The bill now goes to Texas Gov. Greg Abbott for his signature. However, he vetoed
a similar used tire bill in 2017 because he
opposed its creation of a new crime.

Toyo recalls limited number
of Proxes A27 car tires
WASHINGTON

Toyo Tire Holdings of Americas Inc. is
recalling a limited number of Proxes A27
all-season high-performance passenger tires,
size P185/60R16 86H, because of the potential for tread separation.
The recall covers 2,169 tires produced from
Sept. 21 through Sept. 25, 2018, at Toyo’s plant
in Kuwana, Japan, though the tire maker estimated that about 3 percent of the tires being
recalled potentially are affected.
A prototype rubber compound was mixed
in error with production compound, which
may result in sections of the tire tread detaching, according to Toyo.
The tires being recalled have the DOT
date codes 3718 and 3818 in their tire identification numbers — N3ELV573718 and
N3ELV573818.
Toyo will notify owners, and dealers will
replace the tires, free of charge. Owners
may contact Toyo customer service at 800442-8696.
Toyo said it will reimburse dealers $35
per replaced tire for mounting, balancing
and handling.

CORRECTION
Rick Brennan is vice president, strategic
planning of Sumitomo Rubber North America Inc. (SRNA)’s Falken brand. His title was
incorrect in a story (“Crossing into new segment; Falken targeting CUV market”) that
appeared in the May 27 issue.

CLARIFICATION
Brian Hubbard, founder and former president of Route 66 Tire & Rubber, has started
another company, SWT North America, to
handle the importation and distribution of
Speedways Tyres’ SWT brand.
Mr. Hubbard, whose credentials include
time spent working with Greenball Corp.,
Deal Tire and a number of family companies, established SWT North America
in early 2018 after leaving Route 66 Tire,
which in turn recently changed its name to
SWT Americas L.L.C.
Mr. Hubbard stressed that Forth Worth,
Texas-based SWT North America is the
recognized business partner in North
America of Speedways Tyres, a Jalandhar,
India-based producer of farm, OTR and industrial tires. Business is conducted via container-load shipments exclusively, he noted.
Interested parties can reach Mr. Hubbard
at bkhubbard.swt@speedwaystyres.com.

THREE DURABLE NEW TIRES FOR
YOUR TOUGHEST CUSTOMERS.

From the trusted name in truck tires comes the new Discoverer AT3™ family
of tires, designed with superior all-season, all-terrain traction and true
durability. Recommend Cooper ® with confidence, so your customers can
tackle the road, and what lies beyond.
Discoverer AT34S

TM

Adaptive-Traction
Technology™ for better
handling on any surface with
maximum grip in all seasons.
Backed by a best-in-class
mileage warranty of up to
65,000-miles.*

Discoverer AT3LT

TM

Durable-Tread Technology™
for all-season traction
and extreme durability for
hauling, with a best-in-class
mileage warranty of up to
60,000-miles.**

Discoverer AT3XLT

TM

Durable-Tread Technology™
for extreme loads. Available
in larger sizes, and
backed by a best-in-class
mileage warranty of up to
60,000-miles.**

count on cooper.

®

An American Company Since 1914.
coopertire.com
*Based on the warranty length of all-terrain tires from a leading consumer publication. Warranty terms and conditions apply.
**Based on the warranty length of LT-denoted all-terrain tires from a leading consumer publication. Warranty terms and conditions apply.
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I

t’s amazing how fast the tire business is changing as a result of new technology and evolving
consumer preferences, especially for cars.
You get a sense of this in reading the Q&A interviews in this year’s Mid-Year Tire Report.
With more consumers overwhelmingly preferring SUVs, CUVs and light trucks, tire makers
have adapted their product offerings quickly.
Today, you don’t see nearly as many announcements for new passenger tires as in the past, rather
its tires for CUVs, SUVs and light trucks that are
taking center stage.
Last year, 69 percent of all new passenger vehicle sales in the U.S. were such products. That’s led
the auto makers to curtail production of cars and
sedans and to ramp up their light truck and SUV/
CUV offerings to meet these new consumer vehicle
preferences.
It won’t be long before tire dealers start seeing
more of their customers coming into their shops
seeking replacement tires for these higher-riding
vehicles.
Like the auto and tire makers, tire dealerships need
to gear up for this trend, to be ready when their customers come in for a set of replacements and want
more information on which tire model and brand to
buy to best meet their driving needs.
Another significant trend is the shift to more
all-weather tires in response to consumer demand for
“true year-round performance,” as noted by T.J. Higgins, president, integrated consumer tire group, U.S.
and Canada, Bridgestone Americas Tire Operations.
All of Bridgestone’s newest consumer tire offerings provide enhanced snow traction, he said.
Bridgestone is not alone in building tires for this
new consumer need, as most every tire maker is
adding “all-weather” tires to their offerings.
Tire makers and tire dealers also are dealing with
an increasingly knowledgeable tire consumer. Virtually all consumers today, and not just those interested in tires, are spending time researching products online before plunking down their hard-earned
cash. They want to make sure they are getting the
right tire for their vehicle at an acceptable price.
This puts pressure on tire makers and tire dealers alike as they must satisfy these consumers well
before they make their tire purchase, be that online
or when calling or visiting a dealership.
As a result, it is the tire makers’/tire dealerships’
websites, in many cases, that have become the initial point of contact, the initial sales opportunity,
companies have with consumers. If these websites
don’t do their job and draw customers in, the person behind the counter won’t even have a chance to
make a sale.
That’s something to keep in mind in this fast-evolving tire world.
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Letter to the editor

An argument against
all-weather designation

T

hank you and the entire staff at Tire
Business for producing a high-quality
publication for our industry and for
the opportunity to create a dialogue on Tire
Business articles.
It was with great interest that I read
Bruce Davis’ recent article, “Who’s all in
for all-weather designation?” (April 29th
edition, Page 12) as this is a subject that
has been a topic of numerous conversations,
both internally and with our tire manufacturer partners.
Tire Rack has made a conscious decision not to use the “all-weather” designation
in reference to specific tires featuring the
three-peak mountain snowflake branding,
and we feel there are several strong reasons
for doing so.
First, in order to add an “all-weather”
category to the accepted product mix, the
industry must come up with a way to define these tires, which is problematic. The
generally accepted colloquial definition is
that “all-weather” tires are all-season tires
with the three-peak mountain snowflake
mark. The industry defines all-season tires
as those with M+S branding, so that means
“all-weather” tires are tires featuring M+S
and 3PMSF branding. Every dedicated winter tire in the North American market also
fits that description, so the definition will
need to be a little more specific to exclude
those offerings
Winter tires aren’t required to feature
UTQG branding, so we could try to define
“all-weather” tires as “three-peak mountain snowflake-branded tires that also have
uniform tire quality grade branding.” Flotation- and LT-metric tires are not required
to display a UTQG on their sidewall, so
that would mean any of those types of tires
with 3PMSF branding are excluded from the
“all-weather” category. Not to mention, “not
required” doesn’t mean “not allowed,” so
there is always the option for a manufacturer
to come to market with a winter tire and/or a
flotation/LT-metric tire with UTQG branding and the 3PMSF symbol.
Some may argue there doesn’t have to be
an official definition. After all, there is no
accepted definition for what constitutes an
“all-terrain” tire, and that doesn’t seem to
cause any problems, but there’s a very good
reason not to take an “I know it when I see
it” stance on “all-weather” tires, and it is
arguably the most important reason not to
lump them all together into a category.
If you look at all the offerings on Tire

Rack’s product screen that fit the colloquial definition of “all-weather,” you’ll find a
huge variety. It would include, as we classify
them: grand touring all-season; crossover/
SUV touring all-season; highway all-season
light truck; on-/off-road all-terrain; and on-/
off-road commercial traction tires.
This snapshot covers the spectrum, from
22-inch tall passenger car tires to 35-inch
and larger flotation- and LT-metric all-terrain truck tires. To place such a diverse group
of products into the same category simply
because of their performance in ASTM
E1136-14 would be a great disservice, an
oversimplification that implies commonality
amongst disparate tires based solely on one
aspect of their performance.
No, the three-peak mountain snowflake
mark is not something that places the tire
bearing it into a new, separate category. It
is an attribute of specific tires across multiple categories, a “merit badge” of sorts that
helps further differentiate the capability (in
one discipline) of certain tires from others
within the same competitive or consideration set.
There are additional “arguments” for not
adopting the “all-weather” terminology, but
in order to keep some semblance of brevity
in an already lengthy response, I’ll leave you
with a related, interesting anecdote. Goodyear was the first tire company to use the
“All Weather” nomenclature, and their history with the verbiage goes back to 1916. “All
Weather” has been a registered trademark
of Goodyear since 1948, 51 years before
the three-peak mountain snowflake symbol
was created. While the industry using this
name for a product category could hardly be
considered copyright infringement, it would
undoubtedly lead to the genericide of the intellectual property of one of its foundational
members.
TJ Campbell
Tire information specialist
Tire Rack
South Bend, Ind.
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OFFICIAL TIRE OF THE
U.S. WOMEN'S NATIONAL
SOCCER TEAM

ALEX MORGAN

TOBIN HEATH

FORWARD

FORWARD

U.S. WOMEN’S NATIONAL SOCCER TEAM

U.S. WOMEN’S NATIONAL SOCCER TEAM

Good luck to the U.S. Women’s National Soccer Team this summer in France!

*

with the purchase of 4 qualifying passenger Continental Tires!**

ExtremeContactTM Sport
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TIRES

ExtremeContactTM DWS06

ContiProContactTM
ContiSportContactTM
ContiSportContactTM 2
ContiSportContactTM 3
ContiSportContactTM 5
ContiSportContactTM 5P

PureContactTM LS

TrueContactTM Tour

ContiTouringContactTM AS
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ControlContact SportTM SRS
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ControlContactTM TourPlus
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VISIT CONTINENTALTIRE.COM/OFFERS FOR COMPLETE DETAILS.

**

*The Continental Tire Visa Prepaid Card is issued by MetaBank®, Member FDIC, pursuant to a license from Visa U.S.A. Inc. No cash access or
recurring payments. Can be used everywhere Visa debit cards are accepted. Card valid for up to 12 months; unused funds will forfeit after the
valid thru date. Card terms and conditions apply.
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Inactive port useless for battery backup connection

A

Dan Marinucci
is a freelance
automotive
service writer and
former editor of
two automotive
service magazines.

try-standard, underdash test connector.
This connector is an integral part
of the OBD-II diagnostic system introduced in 1996.
Each of these underdash connectors has two critical electrical pins.

Dan can be reached via e-mail at tirebusiness@crain.com. His previous columns are
available at www.tirebusiness.com.

Terminal 16 in the underdash connector
is a convenient, constantly hot, 12.00volt connection point for backup power.

An example of the adapter cable cited
in the text is tool number MS6209 from
Associated Equipment Corp.

IMPROVED
PERFORMANCE
IS ONLY HALF
THE STORY
The all-season Roadtour® 855 SPE
was re-engineered to provide
improved treadwear and snow
performance without sacrificing
braking on wet roads. Those advances

HerculesTires.com

delivered with a 45 day trial and
treadwear coverage up to 85,000
miles, make this tire a true all-season
performer for your customers
and your bottom line.

Roadtour ® 855 SPE

lways connect auxiliary power to a point on the vehicle
that is electrically active all
the time. Here’s why.
The safest and most-reliable point
may be the test connector under the
left side of the dashboard. Recently,
several readers have asked me why I
didn’t recommend connecting auxiliary power to a cigarette lighter
socket or similar power port. Let me
recap a previous discussion.
I had recommended applying external, backup power to a vehicle
before disconnecting its battery for
any reason.
This topic appeared in the March
18 issue on page 7 (“Auxiliary power saves vital computer memory”).
Linking auxiliary power to the
electrical system maintains computer memory that might otherwise be
canceled when a technician disconnects a battery during a repair.
One common backup power source
is a “jump box” or “booster box” that
techs usually use to jump-start vehicles. Another is a properly charged
automotive battery.
Note that the negative terminal on
a backup power source connects to
a comparable negative terminal on
the vehicle.
A negative terminal, which has an
electrical pressure of approximately
zero volts, is often called “ground.”
The auxiliary power source’s other
terminal is electrically positive with
an electrical pressure of approximately 12 volts (battery voltage).
Traditionally, techs have called
this terminal “hot” or “live.”
There’s a critical step to applying
backup power properly to any vehicle: You must connect its positive
terminal to a positive point on the
vehicle’s electrical system that is active or hot all the time. You cannot
and should not assume that any old
power port inside a vehicle is hot all
the time.
First, remember that an interior
power port is a female socket that
looks like a traditional cigarette
lighter socket.
More recently, auto makers have
installed these ports in dashboards,
center consoles and various other locations inside the vehicle.
Second, a traditional cigarette lighter socket was hot — electrically active
— all the time.
Also, it was designed to carry
more electrical current (amps) than
modern power ports do. So, it used
to be an effective place to connect
backup power.
Third, modern power ports that
look like cigarette lighter sockets
are ineffective places to connect
auxiliary power for a key reason:
Typically, these ports are electrically dead until you turn on the ignition
switch.
Fourth, shutting off the ignition
switch and keeping it shut off during
any backup power procedure is the
accepted, proper practice.
It’s the safer, smarter and more-productive approach, but it doesn’t jibe
with common power-port operation.
OK, the vast majority of vehicles
that tire dealerships and service shops
encounter already have the indus-

Terminal 16 is hot (electrically active)
all the time and terminal 4 is ground.
Electrically speaking, then, this
diagnostic connector is an ideal
place to connect backup power.
Finally, remember that you can
source a slick adapter that neatly
links your backup power supply directly and reliably to this underdash
diagnostic connector.
The cable makes the hookup fast
and easy.

Tire Business photos by Dan Marinucci

By Dan Marinucci

tirebusiness@crain.com
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By Bruce Davis
bdavis@crain.com

COPPER MOUNTAIN, Colo.

As Nokian Tyres Inc. moves closer to
the launch of production from its plant
under construction in Dayton, Tenn., the
company is intensifying efforts to improve brand awareness and drive more
potential customers to Nokian dealers
throughout the U.S. and Canada.
Still known predominantly for its
strengths in winter tires, Nokian is

striving to broaden that perception
through stepped-up social media campaigns, targeted print and television
advertising and other non-traditional
means, according to Nokian’s Hans
Dyhrman, director of marketing,
“Nokian is becoming the ‘life-driven’ company,” Mr. Dyhrman said,
“whose mission is to ‘give you peace
of mind in all conditions.’”
Mr. Dhyrman made his comments
earlier this year to dozens of Nokian

dealers and prospective Nokian customers attending a ride-and-drive event
in Copper Mountain for the firm’s latest
product roll-outs — the Hakkapeliita
LT3 premium light truck tire and Nokian WR G4 and G4 SUV tires.
The company’s brand-building efforts of the past few years appear to be
paying off, he said, noting that Nokian has a brand loyalty — defined as
brand owners who are “likely” to buy
the same brand again — that’s now

LOOKING BEYOND THE HORIZON
BKT’s extensive product portfolio comprises specific cutting-edge tire ranges to cater for the most
demanding needs in a variety of fields such as agriculture, construction, and OTR, as well as transport
and agro-industrial applications.
BKT USA Inc.
2660 West Market St., Suite 100
Fairlawn (Akron) - OH 44333
Toll free: (+1) 888-660-0662 - Office: (+1) 330-836-1090
Fax: (+1) 330-836-1091

Tire Business photo by Bruce Davis
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Nokian ramps up brand awareness campaign

Hans Dyhrman at the launch of the
Nokian Hakkapeliitta LT3 light truck
tire at Copper Mountain, Colo.

higher than Michelin and Goodyear,
according to research conducted by
YouGov P.L.C., a Redwood City, Calif.-based market research firm.
Leading the way from a consumer
point of view is the company’s current advertising campaign using “It’s a
beautiful journey” as the core message.
The ads — which string together
short vignettes of everyday life as
seen from a passing vehicle — are
meant to convey images of safety,
value and sustainability, Mr. Dhyrman said in a separate conversation
with the tire industry trade media.
The campaign
also taps into the
“intrinsic” value
system — doing
the “right thing” —
that is at the core
of Finnish culture,
according to Mark
Earl, senior vice
president, Nokian
Earl
Americas, which
draws heavily on the concepts of
sustainability.
At the same time, Nokian is engaging strategically with key social
media “influencers,” such as snowboarder/outdoor adventurer Austin B.
Smith, who’s known for his converted 1953 GMC fire truck, or the Kelly
Brush Foundation, a non-profit whose
mission is to inspire and empower
people with spinal cord injuries to
lead active and engaged lives.
Mr. Smith helped Nokian promote
the brand name at a number of ski
resorts operated by ski area operator
POWDR Adventure Co. — a Nokian
partner — through a “find the green
tire” contest. Nokian hid a tire painted
green somewhere on the resorts’ properties and challenged visitors to find it,
take a picture of it and post it online, in
return for a chance to win sets of tires.
Nokian is running consumer ads in
a number of media targeting outdoor
recreation, such as skiing, hiking, cycling, etc.
More recently Nokian was the
presenting sponsor of the inaugural RendezVan, a five-day camping
and van-life-inspired festival that
was held at Mount Bachelor, a resort
near Bend, Ore., April 17-21.
The event — which celebrated the
tradition of skiers camping out each
spring at Mount Bachelor to get an early start on the slopes — included skiing
and riding, music, après-ski activities
and other activities at one of the largest ski mountains in North America.
An important part of Nokian’s
SEE NOKIAN, PAGE 11
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Continental boosting tread rubber output at U.S. plant
MOUNT VERNON, Ill.

Nokian is using social media and
targeted print and TV ads to boost
brand awareness.

Nokian

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

strategy to build brand awareness
is its commitment to help train its
dealers’ personnel in their own places
of business, Mr. Earl said. That sentiment was echoed by many of the
dealers attending the Copper Mountain event.
“We especially want to share with
our dealers’ employees the strength
of our R&D efforts,” Mr. Earl added.
Among the company’s core technical competencies are road safety,
worker safety (in its facilities) and
environmental awareness in terms
of a reduced greenhouse gas footprint and lowered rolling resistance.
This initiative — which is a commitment of both time and financial
resources — is seen as critical in recruiting dealers in areas where the
brand is still relatively unknown,
such as the U.S. Sunbelt states.
“We have great experience in (designing tires for) extreme weather,”
Mr. Earl said. “Now we have to shift
that over to all-season and eventually to summer tires.”
Nokian is in the process of opening
a sprawling test facility in central Spain
that will allow the Finnish tire maker to
accelerate its development of summer
and all-season tires, which will constitute a large percentage of the tires to be
produced at the Dayton plant.
“We know we will have to overcome
a certain stigma (of being a winter-tire
specialist),” Mr. Earl said, in order to
attract new dealers in the targeted areas.
At the same time, Nokian will
strive to maintain its policy of exclusivity, of not overpopulating an
area with dealers in order to provide
its partner dealers the opportunity to
build the brand steadily.
A number of dealers attending the
Copper Mountain event independently of each other said making the first
sale of a Nokian-brand tire can be a
lot of work, “but thereafter the second
and subsequent sales become easier
because of the customer satisfaction.”
Nokian also is encouraging its
dealers to take advantage of “Google My Business,” an initiative that
allows businesses to created a business profile that appears when people are searching for tires or auto
service on Google Search and Maps.
These initiatives are seen as particularly key considering the goal
set for the North American team
when the U.S. plant was announced
— i.e., to double sales volume by
2023 to more than $400 million. To
achieve this, Nokian needs to generate 10- to 15-percent annual growth
over the five-year target period.
In 2018, Nokian’s sales in North
America grew 17 percent to $221
million, or roughly 12 percent of
the firm’s global revenue. Growth
stalled, however, in the first quarter
of fiscal 2019 at $49 million, essentially unchanged from 2018.

Continental Tire the Americas
has added a second production
shift for pre-cured tread rubber at
its Mount Vernon tire plant in anticipation of a 300-percent jump
in retread production this year by
ContiLifeCycle customers in North
America.
The decision to boost production
follows a double-digit percent increase in demand for the company’s
products last year, Tom Fanning, vice
president of sales and marketing for
commercial vehicle tires, said.
“We expect that growth to continue

as the quality of ContiTread becomes
better known in the market and as we
continue to add new partners to our
ContiLifeCycle retreader network.”
Conti did not disclose detailed
numbers as to the scale of output.
Continental added tread rubber
production to the Mount Vernon
plant a year ago as part of a plan to
cut delivery times to its ContiLifeCycle retread customers in the U.S.
Prior to that, Conti had supplied
its licensed retread partners solely
from a plant in Morelia, Mexico.
“We are achieving phenomenal
outcomes by leveraging the team’s

40 years of experience in truck tire
manufacturing to improve the tread
profiles and rubber mixing process,”
John Barnes, head of ContiLifeCycle
retreading for the Americas, said.
Investing in technologically advanced production machinery, Continental said, ensures the quality and
consistency of its retread products and
maximizes safety for plant personnel.
“Our changeover process to move
from producing one retread pattern to
producing a different one is completely
driven by programming,” Mr. Barnes
said. “This shortens our changeover
time significantly. It also requires a dif-

Conti expects continued demand
for it’s ContiTread retreaded tires.

ferent skill set in the operators.”
There are 26 ContiLifeCycle retread
plants operating in North America.
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Replacement tire market bolstering Bridgestone

I

t’s been a very aggressive year thus
far for Bridgestone Americas Inc.,
as the tire maker has rolled out five
new products, including three with the
Firestone brand.
TJ Higgins, president, integrated
consumer tire
group, U.S. and
Canada, Bridgestone Americas
Tire Operations,
discussed the year
thus far with Tire
Higgins
Business.

Q

How would you describe business thus far in 2019?

The current year to date is on par
While not necessarily a surprise,
with our expectations. As antic- A we are pleased by the strength
A
ipated, the replacement tire market we’ve seen in replacement tire sales
has shown strength as many newer
vehicles are entering their first tire
replacement, including vehicles with
high-value-added tire fitments, such as
run-flats and high-rim diameter tires.
Demand in the original equipment
business has softened slightly versus
last year, but this was expected as last
year we were at peak levels. We look
forward to seeing stabilization of the
OE business in the second half of 2019.

in the first half of 2019. This has been
a positive for Bridgestone and for our
dealers, and we are looking forward to
finishing the year strong by delivering
more high-value-added replacement
tires to our dealers and consumers.
To help our customers capitalize on
this opportunity, Bridgestone recently announced a strong lineup of new
replacement tire offerings launching
in 2019 in both the Bridgestone and
Firestone brands.

What are some of the pleasant
Q
surprises you are seeing in the
five new tires rolled out
Q With
industry?
this year already, can dealers ex-

pect to see that aggressive of a pace
in refreshing your portfolio? What
has been the strategy behind that?
Consumers today are very knowledgeable about their tire choices. They have done their homework
about the available products in the
market and their expectations for the
category are incredibly high. It’s our
job as a leading tire manufacturer to
meet and exceed consumers’ expectations with every tire we sell.
To do that, we are investing in
more and better technology to bring
new products to market faster with
unprecedented innovation. We want
to provide tires that offer fewer tradeoffs and deliver on consumers’ needs.

A

The Firestone brand has
Q
garnered plenty of attention
this year, with three new prod-

ucts. How important is the brand
to Bridgestone? Where does it fit
in the Bridgestone portfolio?
The Firestone brand accounts for
approximately half of all Bridgestone consumer tire sales in North
America. The brand is critically important to the health and success of
our business — and not just in the
Americas, it’s a brand trusted by dealers and consumers all over the world.
Firestone is a time-tested brand
known for delivering products with
durable, dependable performance and
uncompromising quality. You see this
reflected in each of the new offerings
launching in 2019.
In fact, we intentionally positioned
our new all-weather touring tire in
the Firestone portfolio as we wanted
to make this differentiated offering
available to consumers seeking a tire
that works just as hard as they do.

A

How have tariffs and/or antiQ
dumping and countervailing
duties affected your company?

How are you reacting to them?
Certainly, the impacts of the
regulatory environment are being managed across the Bridgestone
business. The environment this year
has been very fluid, and we remain
flexible as this fluidity may continue
throughout 2019.
Accordingly, Bridgestone will
work to leverage our comprehensive
global supply chain to meet the needs
of customers. We remain confident
that the diversification of our supply
chain will allow for continued strong
service to our customer base.

A

Where do you see the indusQ
try markets heading during
the last half of 2019?
We project stabilization of the
OE tire business in the second
A
half of 2019, and we anticipate re-

placement tire sales will remain favorable for the remainder of the year
with a particular emphasis on continued growth of high-value-added
replacement tires such as all-weather,
run-flat and high-rim-diameter tires.

What kind of trends are you
Q
seeing in the marketplace? How
is your company reacting to them?
We continue to see growing demand for high-value-added tires
A
such as high-rim-diameter products,

tires with run-flat technology, and
winter tires. With regards to winter
performance, we are seeing increased
adoption of all-weather tires as consumers demand tires that offer true
year-round performance.
Bridgestone is positioned for meeting these needs with the introduction
of the Firestone WeatherGrip tire —
the company’s first all-weather touring
tire offering in the U.S. and Canada.
All of the company’s newest consumer
tire offerings provide enhanced snow
traction and many, like the Firestone
WeatherGrip, Firestone Destination
A/T2 and Firestone Destination X/T
tires, are 3-Peak Mountain Snowflake
(3PMSF) certified.
Consumers today are incredibly
educated when it comes to their tire
choices. Virtually all consumers are
CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
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spending time researching tires before they visit a dealer to make a tire
purchase and, when they arrive in
store, they want access to the product of choice that meets their needs.
With this in mind, we are developing closer customer partnerships with
an increased emphasis on proactive,
collaborative forecasting. We want
to ensure that we do more than just
design and manufacture best-in-class
Bridgestone and Firestone tires — it’s
our job to ensure that consumers have
access to these products when and
where they need them.
What sectors look to be strong?
Q
Are they sustainable for the future? What sectors are struggling? How

soon do you expect them to rebound?
Consistent with recent announcements from various auto
makers who have suspended production of passenger cars and sedans, we
continue to see growth in the SUV,
CUV and light truck tire segments
— both from an OE and replacement
tire perspective.
As consumer preference for CUVs,
SUVs and pickup trucks continues to
grow, we expect to see further growth
in high-rim-diameter tire sales. This
is a trend we anticipate will continue
in the future and you’ll see this reflected in our replacement tire introductions in 2020 and beyond.

technologically-advanced tires to
consumers.

Q

Do you have a minimum advertised price (MAP)? Have you
started it? If so, why is it important?
If not, is that something that is being
discussed or considered soon?
Yes, Bridgestone does have a
MAP program in place for many
of our Bridgestone and Firestone tire
offerings. We continue to invest heavily in bringing technologically-advanced products to market, while
also making sizable investments in
traditional, digital and sports marketing to support and grow our brands.
Our MAP program is designed to ensure that the pricing of our products
reflects their value and differentiation

A

Mid-YearTireReport

in the marketplace.
How has the car manufacturers’
Q
move to light trucks, SUVs and
CUVs impacted your product mix?
We continue to refine our consumer product portfolio to support
A
vehicles that are coming into new car

dealer’s showrooms and retail stores.
As the car parc evolves, we are focused
on growing the number of Bridgestone
and Firestone tire fitments on new vehicles as this drives first and second
replacement tire sales.
We remain focused on delivering
differentiated products that meet the
needs of consumers both today and
in the future, and our replacement
tire introductions reflect this commitment.

How has the UHP tire market
What are some of the challengQ
Q
fared in light of the proliferaes of the industry going fortion of LT, SUVs and CUVs? Are you
ward? What keeps you up at night?
seeing growth and potential for
Certainly, it’s a very exciting
future growth? Any new innovations A time to be part of the tire industry.
in the segment?
We will see more change in the tire
There is still a loyal customer base and automotive industry over the next
of enthusiast drivers who seek a 20 years than we’ve seen in the last
A
best-in-class UHP tire offering and 100 years — and at times the pace of
we don’t see that changing any time
soon. Our Potenza RE-71R tire continues to lead the competition and be
the tire of choice among car club racing enthusiasts such as the members
of the Sports Car Club of America
(SCCA). You can look for Bridgestone
to continue innovating and delivering
ultra-high-performance offerings that
meet the needs of consumers in this
segment.

change can feel a bit daunting.
Ensuring Bridgestone is at the
forefront of new innovation and advancements in automotive technology
is a constant thought in my mind, but
it’s one propelling me and my team
forward. We are laser-focused on
introducing advanced products that
will redefine the tire industry as consumers’ interests and economic times
change.

A

The Future in Motion

Do you expect to roll out any addiQ
tional products in 2019? What will
they be and what sector will they serve?
All of the consumer tire products that we are launching this
A
year have been revealed to Bridge-

stone affiliated dealers. The Firestone Destination A/T2 and Firestone
Destination X/T all-terrain tires will
be available to consumers in the U.S.
and Canada beginning August 2019.
All other products are available now
— this includes the new Bridgestone Blizzak WS90 winter tire, the
Bridgestone Turanza QuietTrack
touring tire and the Firestone WeatherGrip all-weather touring tire.
While the offerings span various segments, we have focused on
introducing products that deliver
across three top performance criteria: wet, winter and wear. All of
the new Bridgestone and Firestone
tires launching in 2019 deliver in
these key areas.

Do you foresee any price hikes
Q Our
in the second half of the year?
pricing strategy is determined by a number of factors,
A
including but not limited to the cost
of raw materials and other market
dynamics. We continue to monitor
changes that may affect our costs and
ability to invest in our brands and will
take appropriate action as needed.

Q

Do you expect any major investments in the next six months?
We have multi-year expansion
projects underway at several of
our passenger tire facilities in North
America, including projects aimed
at increasing production of high-value-added offerings at our facilities
in Wilson, N.C.; Joliette, Quebec;
and Aiken, S.C. These projects
are on schedule and will enable
Bridgestone to increase capacity,
as well as increase our capability
to deliver leading performance and

A

Find a new road forward.
From speedway to driveway, Continental puts you in the driver’s seat.

Based in Fort Mill, S.C., Continental Tire the Americas, LLC
manufactures and distributes a complete premium line
of passenger, light truck and commercial tires for original
equipment and replacement markets. Our ultra-high
performance tires include award-winning technologies
that focus on safety, help save money, and reduce CO2
emissions. Continental’s premium products are proudly
sold at Mr. Tire and Big 3 Tire Dealers.

CONTINENTAL PRODUCTS ARE PROUDLY SOLD BY THE

AND
FAMILY OF DEALERS
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Compact tractor segment remains strong for Titan

A

s a player in the agriculture
segment, weather plays a significant role for the success of
Titan International Inc. The Quincy,
Ill.-based tire maker has intensified
the rollout of its Goodyear R14 crossover tire designed for year-round use,
in various conditions.
Tire Business
discussed that and
other industry topics with Titan’s
Paul Hawkins, senior vice president,
aftermarket sales,
North America.
Hawkins

would you describe
QWeHow
business thus far in 2019?
expected a stronger start to
2019, but factors in the North
A
American ag market, including lower

commodity prices, ongoing trade
concerns and a delayed planting
season, have all had an impact.
That said, from an aftermarket
perspective, we are very close to
where we were last year. We got off
to a good start from an order intake
perspective. Much of this was fueled by a consistent year-over-year
growth in demand for our Low
Sidewall Technology (LSW) tires.
We have a number of other bright

spots we are excited about in 2019,
including growing demand for our
30- and 32-ply Goodyear Logger
Lug III forestry tires, as well as for
our new Goodyear R14 crossover tire
in the compact tractor segment and
for our Goodyear R-1W farm tires.

even higher demand for LSW than
we were expecting.
We’ve also received positive feedback from our dealer network regarding our first-ever aftermarket wheel
program. While we offer limited
sizes — primarily implement and
skid steer sizes — as a response to a
market need, we are evaluating the
potential to expand that in the near
future.

What are some of the pleasQ
ant surprises you are seeing
in the industry?
At the beginning of this year,
we were pleasantly surprised
A
How have tariffs and/or
with the large demand for our LSW Q antidumping and countires. While we had planned for tervailing duties affected your
growth this year, the qualifying orders from our dealers included an

company? How are you reacting
to them?

With the tariffs impacting commodity prices, end-users are
A
hesitant to buy and are minimizing

purchases. This has had a dampening effect on our business. We
control what we can and adjust accordingly, running our plants at the
production levels we need.
The tariffs on steel have also had
an impact on business. Because we
also manufacture wheels, we work
to keep in line with many of our
OEM customers regarding steel and
are prepared to react alongside them
with any market changes.

Where do you see the indusQ
try markets heading during
the last half of 2019?
Although we are hopeful for a
rebound, it really is all dependent
A
on what Mother Nature throws at the
ag industry. We will be ready to respond to customer needs and changing market demands. On the OTR
side, we believe that construction will
remain steady and forestry will remain strong.

What kind of trends are you
Q
seeing in the marketplace? How
is your company reacting to them?
Tires for subcompact and compact tractors have traditionally
A
been offered in ag (R-1), turf (R-3)

They have big brand names.

We deliver more value.
In recent fuel efficiency tests conducted by FPInnovations® PIT Group, a neutral third-party
©2019 CMA, LLC.

research firm, Double Coin went head-to-head against two leading TBR tire brands. We finished
second. Even though we didn’t finish first, our success proves one thing—our tires deliver more
value to the customer—making the simple point that the Smart Money is still on Double Coin.
Read about it at: www.DoubleCoinTires.com/fuel-efficiency

To find your local dealer visit:
www.DoubleCoinTires.com

or construction (R-4) treads. But
these machines are used year-round
in all conditions, and up until now
there hasn’t been a compact tractor
tire as versatile as the machines
they’re going on.
That’s why we introduced the
Goodyear R14 crossover tire for
these applications — to eliminate
the need to choose one tread over
another. We think this is the way the
market will go, and OEMs certainly
agree with that — including Kubota,
with whom we’ve entered into an exclusivity agreement on certain sizes.
That said, we’re also going after the
aftermarket aggressively with this
tire and have introduced 18 sizes in
the last year and a half.
We’re seeing strong growth in our
R-1W lines as many customers migrate
away from R-1 styles. That’s a big part
of why we’ve undergone such a significant expansion of our flagship R-1W
line, the Goodyear Optitrac. If weather
continues to be wet in our agricultural
regions, we also expect to see an uptick
in demand for R-2 lines, such as our
popular Goodyear Custom Flo Grip.
With the need for flotation, we’re
seeing a continued increase in demand for our large LSW Super Single tires.
Last year we conducted field testing
and ground-bearing pressure testing to
demonstrate that our Super Single tires
are a viable alternative to track machines. We’re finding that more farmers are evaluating their options, and
some are even changing from track
setups back to wheeled machines.
When it comes down to it, growers are more price-conscious in
these market conditions, and if
they can get the same performance
with a flotation tire setup but at a
much lower cost — a difference of
$40,000 or more — than a track
machine, it becomes a no-brainer
to some growers.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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What segments look to be
strong? Are they sustainable
for the future?
Within the ag market, we see
the compact tractor segment remaining strong in comparison to the
rest of the market. And with the new
Goodyear R14, we’re at a competitive advantage not just on the OEM
side of the business but now in the
aftermarket.
Additionally, demand for our rowcrop R-1W lines and LSW offerings
has greatly increased among both
OEMs and end-users. As I mentioned
previously, forestry continues to be a
bright spot for us — both from a market health standpoint and a product
quality advantage standpoint.

Do you expect to roll out any
Q
additional products in 2019?
What will they be and what

sectors will they serve?
In early 2019 we announced
the line expansion of our industry-unique Goodyear R14 crossover
tire for compact tractors. We added
14 new bias sizes in addition to the
four radial sizes introduced in 2018.
We recently expanded our flagship
Goodyear Optitrac R-1W row crop
tire line to include 11 new options in
addition to the 40-plus sizes released
over the past year. With this expansion, we’re ensuring that our most
popular R-1W line is available in
every size to meet the front and rear
needs for every MFWD row crop
configuration in the industry.
We also recently introduced sizes for our first R-1 flotation tire designed for self-propelled sprayers,
the Goodyear Optitorque line.
We are committed to innovation,
development and extensive testing
prior to releasing new products —
and we have a lot of new product
testing underway that we’re really
excited about.

A

Do you foresee any price hikes
Q No,
in the second half of the year?
we do not foresee any price
hikes in the second half of the
A
year at this time.
any major investQ WeDomentsyouareinexpect
the next six months?
continuing to invest in
our industry by offering eduA
cation and service trainings for our

dealer network. This summer we
are offering advanced TIA tire service technician training and will
continue offering Titan University
in 2020.
We are committed to educating
our dealers on ag tire sales training,
new industry and product developments, innovation and tire safety
best practices to better service the
needs of their customers.
We continue to invest in R&D
to keep our competitive advantages
regardless of market conditions, as
demonstrated by the continued development of our LSW tires and the
launch of our industry-unique R14
tires in 2018.
We’re also investing in continued
improvement within our plants, continuing to implement lean processes
at our production facilities to cut
waste while keeping quality a high
priority. Nearly every facility in our
global footprint has incorporated
some form of lean methodology.

Q

What is your online strategy?
How is it evolving?
We provide product information to
the market regarding what we can
offer them and direct all inquiries to
our dealer network who are equipped
and educated to support those requests.
Our market approach is built
around driving business to our dealers and providing marketing tools and
training to help them sell our products. Over the last few years, we have
heightened the importance of our
dealers’ customer experience by providing them with an online sales and
marketing resource portal.
We are always evaluating what
additional tools and resources we
can offer to help them better sell into
any market.

A

Q

Titan recently gained an exclusive fitment deal with Kubota
Tractor for its Goodyear R14 crossover tires on select Kubota compact
tractor models. How important is
that relationship for Titan? What is
the benefit for Titan?
Titan recognized that there was
an unmet need when it came to
tire versatility in the compact and
subcompact tractor market. We believe this exclusivity agreement with
Kubota, at the OEM level, will give
us a strong opportunity to influence
the compact aftermarket segment.
We see Kubota as a leader in that
market and are excited that they share
our vision for the future of compact
tractor tires. We believe this will continue to be a great partnership that

A

Mid-YearTireReport
will benefit both companies and our
collective customers.
Please provide an update on
Q
the dealer training program.
How many dealers have taken the

course? How many do you expect to
put through the course during the
second half of the year? How does
the program help Titan?
Titan University expanded in
2019 with intermediate and advanced trainings for our dealer network’s sales staff at any experience
level. In 2018, we had more than 400
attendees participate in the program.
This provides our North American
tire dealers with additional education,
while strengthening our relationship
with our dealer network. We will

A

continue with a customized approach
based on what our dealers are asking
for and provide them with the most
comprehensive training in the industry.
What are some of the challenges of
Q
the industry going forward? What
keeps you up at night?
There have been many new
entrants into the agricultural tire
A
business, whereas 10 years ago companies were leaving this industry.
There have always been and will continue to be challenges, but this keeps
us on our toes and working hard to
make sure we’re remaining competitive in this sector — from a quality
and innovation standpoint, service
and support advantages and with our
pricing strategy.
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BKT continues search for location of U.S. plant

B

KT USA Inc. is on track to
build its first manufacturing
plant in the U.S., according
to Minoo Mehta,
president of the
U.S. subsidiary of
India’s Balkrishna Industries Ltd.
(BKT). Mr. Mehta
discussed his company’s successes as
well as the challengMehta
es ahead in an interview with Tire Business.

would you describe
Q How
business thus far in 2019?

BKT deals with only off the road
tires. Hence, our business is diA
vided into various off-road segments.

Farm: The ag industry has been
hit the most in the Midwest due to
severe weather conditions. Millions
of acres have not been tilled this
year. The deteriorating trade relationship with China has put severe
pressure on exports of ag products.
Prices have slumped, and farmers are hurting. All these, ultimately, affect the demand of ag tires.
Industrial and construction: Although the infrastructure bill was
supposed to be a pre-election promise of Mr. Trump, it has not mate-

rialized, yet. The demand for tires
has managed to stay stable in spite
of this. The necessary spurt and impetus needed is still awaited from
the government. It is unfortunate
that government policies affect the
economy and the demand of tires.
Large OTR tires: The demand for
BKT tires has increased substantially
in this segment, because earlier our
range was small, and a reputation for
good quality was yet to be established.
Now that both are coming in play, repeat demand is on a very healthy pace.
you provide an update
Q Can
on your announced plans to

build a plant in the U.S.? How
soon will a site be selected?
The sites that we had selected
did not go through, and we are
still looking for the ideal location
with all our expectations being met.
Looking at the political climate in
the U.S., we are in no hurry to finalize. The right timing is everything,
and when the timing gets right,
BKT is known to take swift action.

A

The projections have not changed.
We will begin low, start slow,
A
rise higher and catch fire. We are

projected to start with $120 million
initial investment and with around
120 people and grow further.

Has the capacity upgrade for
Q
tires and carbon black been initiated at your plants in India? How

far along is the process? What is the
timeline for completion?
The carbon black plant is up
and running and scheduled for
a second expansion by February
of next year. The new tire plant at
Bhuj (India) is continuously adding
capacity and the growth in production will be primarily in ag radials,
OTR radials, industrial and construction tires.

Please review the expected
Q
square footage/capacity/
A
number of employees at the
plant? Is the expected cost $100
million?

What are some of the pleasQ
ant surprises you are seeing
in the industry?
Government policies to restrict
China flooding the U.S.A. tire
A
market with Chinese government-

induced lower prices is the biggest
surprise. It has certainly helped in
stopping third and fourth tier, lowquality products coming to U.S.
markets. It will help end-users in
the long run both in terms of longer
life and for a safer and greener environment.

How have tariffs and/or antiQ
dumping and countervailing
duties affected your company?

How are you reacting to them?
With tariffs, AD and CVD on
Chinese goods, the Chinese
have set up factories in neighboring
countries, thereby continuing the
availability but at slightly higher
prices. More tires will come from
the new factories as they ramp up
production.
The lower-priced products always
affect upper-price tiers of the market
by creating upward pressure on price
point. We are in the upper tier and
we must continually work towards
our value offerings and distance ourselves from the lower-price segment.

A

Where do you see the indusQ
try markets heading during
the last half of 2019?
The farm industry will be affected severely this year. Other
A
segments will continue to be stable.

The government will need to intervene to stop the bleeding for the
farmers, and with it being close to
election year, things should change
for the better.

What kind of trends are you
Q
seeing in the marketplace?
How is your company reacting to

them?
The trend is for vehicles to
carry more load, run faster, be
maintenance-free and cost-effective. Equipment and tire companies
will need to keep up with the pace.
BKT keeps up with the changing
environment by meeting the needs
of the end-customer head on. If the
end-customers identify and appreciate what BKT brings to the table,
then distributors and dealers will

A

SEE BKT, PAGE 17
*Based on OE replacement for Combined Passenger Car and Light Truck/SUV sizes.
Product images shown are for illustrative purposes only. Technical features, tread pattern design,
and tire construction subject to change without notice and can vary by size and application.

Exclusive U.S. Distributor of PCR and LT tires.
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increase their stock levels to keep
up. The growth is then organic.

Q

Do you expect to roll out
any additional products in
2019? What will they be and
what sectors will they serve?
We bring out 80 to 100 new
SKUs a year. We already have
over 2,500 SKUs and continuously
add more, having the advantage of
our in-house mold factory.
We are adding new sizes and
patterns in almost all categories
like Harvester, IF and VF series ag
radials, all-steel radial flotation ag,
MPT, terminal tractor, underground
mining, large OTR, forklift, industrial, scraper OTR, scraper ag and
forestry tires. We continuously upgrade and tweak the quality for better performance. The BKT brand is
being recognized by end-customers
for quality products.

A

Do you foresee any price
Q
hikes in the second half of
the year?
So far, the raw material index is
stable. If it changes, then only a
A
slight adjustment may be required.
you have an advertising
Q Doprogram
strategy?
BKT has a very robust and aggressive brand advertising proA
gram. We are very aware that this

investment pays dividends in the
long run. Our company financials
reflect our commitment towards
building our brand. We are very
watchful of the ever-changing dynamics of the social media fueled
by AI, big data, hybrid clouds, 5G
and other technologies.

is your online strateQ What
gy? How is it evolving?
We definitely see the advantage
of an online strategy and are
A
gradually increasing our spending in

this segment. The demand of tires in
the OTR segment is still slow to be
generated through an online strategy,
but the brand remembrance make it
necessary for us to be very watchful.
It is slowly but surely evolving.

What are some of the chalQ
lenges of the industry going
forward? What keeps you up at

night?
The biggest challenge is dealing with the turmoil created by
the political moves of the government. It is unfortunate that government policies affect the economy
and the demand of tires.
We need some stability from
the government side and some fast
action to meet the crisis that their
policies create. Right now, the
farmers are hurting big, and there
is no help in sight with both parties
unable to meet and come to some
solutions. That is very worrying.

A

Yokohama’s products to seize on CUV, UHP popularity

A

ndrew Briggs, Yokohama
Tire Corp.’s
vice president of marketing
and product management, discusses
trends in the UHP
and CUV/SUV tire
market and how Yokohama is addressBriggs
ing those trends
with new products.

How has the car manufacQ
turers’ move to light trucks,
SUV and CUVs impacted your

Light-truck tires have been a maUHP as a category has actualjor focal point of our product ini- A ly grown – even as the vehicle
A
tiatives over the past few years. With trends continue to move towards
the introduction of the Geolandar
X-AT in July, we will have completely turned our LTR line in just a few
years. With seven products addressing nearly every need of the total category, we have one of the newest and
most robust lineups in the industry.

How has the UHP market
Q
fared in light of the proliferation of LT, SUVs and CUVs? Are

you seeing growth and potential
for future growth? Any new innovations in the segment?

product mix?

CUVs – but this has actually come
at the expense of more broad-line
passenger car products, which
have allowed both UHP and LTR
to grow. The growth in UHP has
been driven by all-season UHP, as
speed-rating demands at OE have
increased, while other OEMs have
de-emphasized summer tires in favor of more balanced performance
all-season products. Yokohama has
served this category successfully
with the ADVAN Sport A/S since
the end of 2014, which will be re-

placed with a performance upgrade
in the ADVAN Sport A/S+ this
September.
What are UHP customers
Q
looking for most in a tire?
How has the market changed

over the past several years?
By definition, performance is
still the priority, including wet
and dry grip. The higher up in the
category one goes, the more important some of the more refined performance attributes, such as noise and
comfort, become. On the all-season
side, in addition to the above, we see

A

$
$
SEE YOKOHAMA, PAGE 21

GRAB SOME
CASH!
$
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$
$

$
$

Combines the comfort &
ride expected from a touring
tire with the crisp handling
required by discerning drivers

$
$
$ $$

Created for diverse American
all-season weather
conditions, the tire offers
lower weight and reduced
noise while providing
exceptional wet braking and
year round traction, including
year
light snow.
light

$ $

65K mileage warranty
65K

$

DOUBLE DOLLARS IN JUNE

on the Vezda Touring A/S KR205

That means more cash, more earnings, and more for
you and your business this year!

*Double points applies to all sizes of the KR205 tread pattern. Promotion is for dealers enrolled in the Kenda Traction program.
The Kenda Traction program is free to enroll at KendaTraction.com.. Through Kenda purchases earn cash back and Traction Black Card rewards.
Contact your local distributor for more details.

BKT AgriMAX Teris

KendaTraction.com

Traction1
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Kenda addressing shift to CUV/SUV popularity

K

enda Tire USA Inc.’s vice president of automotive, Brandon
Stotsenburg, said the tire maker
began improving its tire size offerings
several years ago in anticipation of the
OEMs’ vehicle platform shift to light
trucks, CUVs and SUVs. He discussed
this and other trends with Tire Business:

would you describe
Q How
business thus far in 2019?
Strong with continued consumA
er increased demand for growing CUV and LTR segments.
are some of the pleasQ What
ant surprises you are seeing

in the industry?
Even with continuing consolidation at the retailer level, independent retailers continue to thrive
in most markets
and express optimism for the
near term. From
Kenda’s perspective, there is a
growing interest
in brand value
and desire for
better retail margin opportuniStotsenburg
ties, which is our
strength.

A

How have tariffs and/or antiWhere do you see the indusQ
Q
dumping and countervailing
try markets heading during
duties affected your company?
the last half of 2019?
How are you reacting to them?
Globally, there appears to be
We have product segment A headwinds. The overall U.S./
A sourcing for wheels and tires North American market trends for
globally. The U.S. government’s
actions have required different reactions based on the segment and
current sourcing. For PCR and LTR
tires, Kenda has been prepared for
alternative sourcing to increase the
supply for our products, while minimizing the duty impacts. We are
currently positioned to be a strong
value supplier in almost all segments we service.

aftermarket PCR/LTR appear to remain slightly up from 2018, but recent, continued tariff announcements
put the overall market trends at risk.

What kind of trends are you
Q
seeing in the marketplace? How
is your company reacting to them?
Continued strength in the LTR
A
and CUV segments — Kenda
has new products thriving in these

BETTER VALUE.
SMARTER CHOICE.

YOU AND ALLIANCE TIRE AMERICAS.
There’s more to working with Alliance Tire Americas than just great margins. Every Alliance, Galaxy and Primex tire is backed up by a global
network: R&D, manufacturing, logistics, warehousing, and a nationwide team of field engineers, sales reps and customer service specialists
committed to your success.

It’s our fast, convenient Warranty Wizard app, and our ATG Online software that makes building and tracking orders a snap. It’s more than 2,000
SKUs to give your customers—and you—more choices than ever. And if we don’t already make the tire your customers need for a specific
application, let us know. We could team up with you to bring something new and innovative to market.
Contact your Alliance Tire Americas rep today or call us at (800) 343-3276 to see how Alliance, Galaxy and Primex tires can help
you build your business.

MORE CHOICES.
MORE SERVICE.
MORE VALUE.

segments which offer premium performance at a value price, with continued new sizing and patterns in hot
segments like the R/T segment. Our
Klever R/T meets the segment demands for performance on-road like
an A/T tire, while performing off-road
like an M/T tire with aesthetics designed to stand out for lifted vehicles.
Retail stores continue to consolidate, but the independent dealer
channel remains strong; Kenda continues to partner with the independent dealer as our primary channel
for the aftermarket. We have added
programs and products to enhance
these offerings and more importantly,
retailer margin opportunities.
There is a growing trend for the All
Weather tires which have reasonable
mileage expectations and are snowflake-certified. Kenda is evaluating
to determine the best way to address
this trend with our channel partners.
Online and digital influence continues to expand, aligned with demographics. Kenda continues to update
our communication and promotional
plans to focus on our Designed for
Your Journey message. Additionally,
our Podium2Pavement messaging for
our light truck products has increased
our LTR brand recognition with
Kenda competing and winning on
the same DOT tires that our channel
partners sell.
Kenda has also introduced an Authorized Online Retailer program
to engage this channel’s strengths to
grow Kenda sales in a synergistic way
with our brick-and-mortar retailers.
What sectors look to be
Q
strong? Are they sustainable
for the future?
LTR and UHP remain strong
A
along with the CUV segment.
Within LTR, the off-road and rough

terrain segments are both growing with
larger diameter (18-inch-plus) over-indexing relative to market growth. The
LTR segment will remain strong as
long as the North American economy
remains strong; recession will revert
back to previous down-market cycles.
The CUV segment will continue to be strong with growing of
18-inch-plus diameters over-indexing moving forward.

What sectors are struggling?
Q
How soon do you expect
them to rebound?
Touring and 14-, 15-, 16-inch
A
sizing; there is some interest
with electric fitments related to

improved rolling resistance helping this segment. However, smaller
tires look to be destined for other
markets more than North America. Down-market cycles will assist
growth of PCR. Government and
CAFÉ will drive electric vehicle
growth, but not as strongly with
current administration initiatives.

Do you expect to roll out
Q
any additional products in
2019? What will they be and what

sector will they serve?
We have an initial (seven) new
UTV sizes in our Klever XT
pattern which will mirror our outstanding Klever R/T light truck pattern so consumers can have an R/T
and UTV match for trucks.

A

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
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We have additional sizing which
will be added to the following patterns:
• UHP all-season: Vezda UHP
KR400
• All-season CUV: Klever S/T
KR52
• LTR/P-metric: Klever H/T²
KR600
• Grand touring: Vezda Touring
KR205
• New LTR pattern announcement
at SEMA

Q
A

Do you foresee any price hikes
in the second half of the year?
Pending market analysis, raw
material pricing and U.S. government decisions regarding tariffs, countervailing duties and anti-dumping, Kenda may announce
price movement. At this time, Kenda has announced a pass-through
of any tariffs imposed by the U.S.
on products sourced from China.

Do you expect any major investQ Kenda
ments in the next six months?
continues to invest capital
A
in our U.S. steel wheel manufacturing to support both our OE and

replacement customers. Additionally,
there is continued expansion of our
tire plants following previous announcements for capacity growth to
support our market growth in North
America. This is for new capacity and
to balance sourcing related to tariffs.

You’ve hired several posiQ
tions over the last couple
of months. Has your workforce

grown in North America? If so,
how much and why?
U.S. workforce growth will continue to support our plans related
to our OE and replacement customers.
As our new product demand with our
distributors and retail replacement
channels has been exceptional, we
have begun adding field support to
assist growth. Kenda is proud to have
several initiatives, including our Authorized Online Retailer program,
which allows our channel partners to
grow with Kenda offering better margin opportunities than other brands.
Kenda doesn’t publicly announce
specific personnel numbers, but
plans to continue to add the right
people as we target growth in automotive, powersports, specialty and
bicycle. We are also receiving increased interest in OE product solutions in all of our segments and will
add resources as necessary.

A

What kind of customer reQ
sponse have you received for
the second generation of Kenda’s

all-season touring tire, the Kenetica
Touring A/S KR217? What are the advantages of this product for Kenda?
Kenda Automotive has introduced
(three) next-generation core patterns over the past 10 months – update:
• Klever R/T KR601 (20 sizes)
– market response has been exceptional for a product which has
third-party endorsement and benchmarking demonstrating performance
that equals or exceeds Tier 1 competition with a near-term OE fitment coming soon. Our only issue
has been to meet demand with faster
supply from our Vietnam factory.
• Vezda Touring A/S KR205
– This is a true grand touring tire
which has allowed Kenda retailers
to offer a first replacement option for

A

OE product that the retailer can have
stronger margin and the consumer
gets a significant price savings for
similar or better performance.
• Kenetica Touring A/S KR217 –
This second generation of our popular
Kenetica KR17 standard touring tire
updated all of the key product needs
– better warranty (60,000), aesthetics,
all-season performance and key sizing. Additional orders and re-orders
have been tremendous. Again, the only
downside has been demand exceeding
initial production capacity.
All of the new products have been
third-party, engineer benchmarked
against leading competition in their
segments. They are designed to significantly exceed previous generation
performance and offer channel part-

ners increased margin opportunities.
Can you provide an update
Q
on the tech center in the
Akron area? How many does it

employ? What role does it play
with the company?
Our Kenda America Technical
Center (KATC) has over 40 engineers on staff (and growing) as a key
part of Kenda’s global technical excellence.
Its primary roles are as follows:
• Design center for new products
for the Americas across all product
segments;
• Testing center of new products,
OE collaboration, warranty evaluation
and channel partner communication;
• Research center as part of Kenda

A
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global – we have a full functioning
compounding lab to develop and design specific new materials to improve
performance and lower cost in addition
to developing Kenda-specific modeling tools to aid development cycle time
and product design performance; and
• Meeting and education center
for our OE and replacement channel
partners. We love to have visitors to
educate OEMs, retailers and distributors about Kenda products.

across several, but not all patterns.
Properly aligned MSRP and MAP allow Kenda to communicate our value
proposition of “Premium Performance
at a Value Price” to our channel partners and consumers. It is not the only
tools we are using, but we want to provide our channel partners with predictable margin opportunities. It is critical
that Kenda offers the consumer pricing
which is based on realistic market dynamics as we increase brand awareness.

Do you have a minimum adHow has the car manufacturers’
Q
Q
vertised price (MAP)? Have you
move to light trucks, SUV and
started it? If so, why is it important? CUVs impacted your product mix?
If not, is that something that is beKenda began improving the size
A
offerings and core product develing discussed or considered soon?
Yes, Kenda implemented MAP opment several years ago anticipating
A on automotive products in May

SEE KENDA, PAGE 20
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the vehicle platform shift to light truck,
CUV and SUV. Our new products have
size coverage which is exceptional in
these segments with really strong value
for the price offered to our channel partners. The market trend for CUV (SUV
bodies on automobile platforms) growth
will continue and Kenda has utilized this
trend to drive 18-inch-plus size growth.
How has the UHP market fared
Q
in light of the proliferation of LT,
SUVs and CUVs? Are you seeing growth

and potential for future growth? Any
new innovations in the segment?
The relative growth of the past
five to 10 years for UHP PCR

A

has slowed. However, specific niches for cars continue to thrive. Some
CUV platforms now demand V- or
W-rated products which are trending toward UHP.
The drivers that Kenda has seen
relate to consumer expectations within the segment. There are a lot of
low-priced, W-rated products which
perform at low levels for a low price.
Ultimately consumers who want the
“look” and a Z-rating can be tempted to buy these products. Kenda has
focused on delivering several key
performance features not typically
found in a value-priced product:
• Our Vezda UHP KR400 provides AA traction for an all-season
tire. Very few all-season UHP tires
truly provide this benefit and it in-

dicates a product which mirrors upper-tier, summer performance.
• Our KR400 also provides very
good noise levels for both new and
worn performance. Most retailers
know that UHP tires tend to get very
loud as they wear, with consumers
often forced to remove early due to
this issue. Kenda provides a really strong option that exceeds many
higher-priced competitive options.
• Exceptional wet/all-season handling and braking for a UHP tire —
wet performance is usually a strong
differentiator from low-priced products to real UHP tires. Kenda delivers these performance features at a
premium level for a value price.
• KR400 offers a 50,000-mileage
warranty which has been third-party

Mid-YearTireReport
benchmarked. Again, for the price
point offered, this is an exceptional
value not often found and verified in
a value brand.
is your online strategy?
Q What
How is it evolving?
Kenda has embraced the online
A
shift for consumer education and
the trend for increased willingness to
buy online. We created our Authorized Online Retailer program which
identifies online retail partners at kendatire.com. These folks have access
to our technical information to assist
them to target their customers and
provide the best information to assure
proper applications in a market with
growing complexity. If an online retailer is not listed, Kenda will identify

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL MAXXIS
TIRES DISTRIBUTOR TO GET
SIGNED UP TODAY

ASSOCIATE DEALER PROGRAM
A Powerful new Program to ACCELERATE Profits
With the Maxxis Accelerate program working for you, your business will gain a
strong competitive edge in a marketplace that rewards value. A brand born of
performance, Maxxis supports your ability to build profit with a product line
you can be proud to offer.
As a Maxxis Accelerate dealer, you will have unlimited access to the support of
a Global Tire Manufacturing leader. Sign up and accelerate your success today!
•
•
•
•
•

Dealer Locator
Monthly and Quarterly Retail Promotions
Maxxis Branded Point of Sale materials
Quarterly and Annual Bonus rewards
Maxxis Wearables and promotional Items

www.maxxisaccelerate.com

0000 0000 0000 0000
Maxxis Authorized Dealer

them as “unauthorized” and clearly
tells the purchaser that the Kenda
warranty is invalidated if they buy
from an unauthorized source. Our
online channel partners often provide unique solutions, which can
synchronize with our great brickand-mortar retailers. We expect to
over-index with growth over the
next year.
What are some of the chalQ
lenges of the industry going
forward? What keeps you up at

night?
The continued channel consolidation at both retail and wholesale combined with an increasing
influence of private equity continues
to change the relationships between
manufacturers and channel partners. Kenda believes the strength of
the independent channel continues
to provide unique opportunities for
small business and entrepreneurs not
available in most industries. We want
to be a partner with exceptional communication and visibility to our partners to provide winning solutions as
this evolution continues.
The fundamental shift toward fleet
solutions and reduced reliance on
individual vehicle ownership fundamentally changes the performance
needs for mass market vehicles. This
will require different product solutions as well as service and supply
chain revisions to current models. It is
not a question of if this will happen,
but the timing for the ongoing shift.
Aligned with this shift will be increasing global moves toward electric
and autonomous platforms. The need
to have better wear with improved
rolling resistance will drive this tire
trend. Global solutions will have advantage over regional solutions.
The unpredictability of government actions with the recent growing
trend toward tariffs has created a difficult environment to assure return
on capital investment. Kenda will
continue to execute on its overall
global growth plan, but recent actions
often create unexpected costs and
work, which erodes our mission to
serve our customers.

A

Is there anything else you
Q Kenda
would like to add?
has been putting inA
creased emphasis on its brand
exposure and experiential marketing
to demonstrate the value of its second-generation products. We actively partner with third-party engineering companies to objectively test and
communicate the value as they see it.
Kenda continues to push experience in the light truck segment where
consumers are doing extended research online and in person. For example, we offer several weeks of a
light truck boot camp in the fall where
channel partners get several days of
education and product experience interacting with Kenda engineers, sales
team and Lucas Oil drivers.
Additionally, Kenda will continue its Podium2Pavement message
which highlights DOT products competing against premium competitors
and winning.
Kenda will defend its Pro 2 championship this summer in the Lucas
Oil Midwest Short Course off-road
racing on the same Klever M/Ts and
R/Ts that our channel partners sell to
consumers every day.
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Weller: Tariffs, duties have had little effect on CMA

T

ariffs and antidumping/countervailing duties on TBR tires
have caused great volatility for
many tire makers, especially those
based in China.
Walter Weller, senior vice president
at China Manufacturers Alliance
L.L.C., the North
American subsidiary of Double Coin
Holdings Ltd., disWeller
cussed this issue,
among others, with Tire Business.

would you describe
Q How
business thus far in 2019?
With the huge influx of product
in December 2018 due to the
A
potential implementation of the sec-

ond part (15 percent) of the Section
301 tariff and the confusion caused
by the sudden implementation of the
antidumping/countervailing duties in
February, and then the actual implementation of the second half of the
Section 301 tariff recently, customers
either had huge inventory or were concerned about bringing in inventory
due to uncertainty in the market.

Q
A

What pleasant surprises are
you seeing in the industry?
I wouldn’t say it is either pleasant or a surprise but the tariffs
and duties do appear to have had an
affect on tires coming from China.

How have tariffs and/or antiQ
dumping and countervailing
duties affected your company?
We were already transitioning
to other sources of supply so the
A
tariffs/duties have not had much of an

affect on us. We plan to continue to

Yokohama
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 17

the importance of winter traction as
well as mileage moving up the priority rank as consumers in all categories expect more from their tires.

offer high quality tires at a reasonable
price as we have in the past. We have
a strong brand and fantastic customers who have committed to us and we
to them. We are focusing on making
sure we are able to supply our existing
customers’ needs going forward.
What advice would you
Q
give a dealer in North
America who is concerned

about prices and/or supply?
Prices will be determined by supply
and demand and the marketplace.
Align yourselves with a supplier or suppliers who have the ability to meet yours
and your customers’ needs.
Offering the lowest price is not
always, if ever, a good marketing
strategy. A better strategy is aligning your business with strong brands
that are committed to the market with
people, warehousing, high quality
products that retread and represent a
good value to the end-user.

A

What steps is Double Coin
Q
taking to get its message
out to those who make policy on

tariffs and its effects?
We have been very active within
the industry at trade shows and
directly involved in government hearings etc. countering those that attempt
to paint all products from Asia as lowcost, low-quality products as the (United Steelworkers) has tried to do.
The AD/CVD duties, while wellmeaning, we believe will create shortages and end up hurting the industry
and the end-users in the long run.
The retread industry has blamed
the stagnant growth of retreading on
these tires instead of looking to answer the question of why so many
small-, medium-size fleets as well as

A

vs. the predecessor products, along
with additional sizes. Finally, we’ll be
releasing two new winter tires for passenger cars – the iceGuard iG53 – and
for light trucks, the iceGuard G075.
With these introductions, we’ll address nearly every aspect of the market
as we continue to manage our product
lifecycles and look for incremental opportunities in underserved categories.

you expect to roll out any
Q Doadditional
products in 2019?
We’re launching quite a few products in 2019 – nine to be exact –
A
Do you foresee any price hikes
serving light truck, high performance Q in the last half of the year?
and passenger car. To begin, in April we
It’s definitely possible later this
activated our latest generation high-per- A year. As tread counts and the proformance summer tire, the ADVAN liferation of SKUs continues to increase,
V701, which replaces our S.drive line; a
new track and competition tire, the ADVAN A052, which will set a new bar in
the category; and our Geolandar X-CV,
which is an all-season CUV/SUV tire
intended for performance and luxury
CUVs and SUVs.
This will be followed by the launch
of our Geolandar X-AT in July, which
will occupy the space between our traditional Geolandar A/T G015 and our
Geolandar M/T.
In August, we will bring our ADVAN
Apex to market, which will be our U.S.
flagship UHP summer tire designed and
developed with the replacement needs of
the U.S. market in mind.
In September, our AVID Ascend will
be replaced by the all-new AVID Ascend LX and our ADVAN Sport A/S
will be replaced by the upgraded ADVAN Sport A/S+. Both tires represent
significant performance upgrades

service level expectations are at an alltime high. Additionally, promotional
spending and marketing budgets are expected to increase collectively, creating
an increase in the overall cost of doing
business. Recently, manufacturers have
become much better operationally, but
these costs continue to rise.

Do you have a minimum
Q
advertised price (MAP)? Why
is it important?
Yes, our MAP policy went into
effect on February 1. It was imA
portant that we established this policy

to maintain the integrity and premium
stats of Yokohama products. Additionally, it is of paramount importance that
we continue to support the strong customer service efforts of our authorized
distribution and resale network by discouraging price-based advertising that
undermines such efforts.

owner operators will not retread.
The answer is because the industry has done nothing to address
their unique needs.
It is counterintuitive to think that
these customers would not retread if
the economics overwhelmingly supported the case for retreading, which
it does.
kind of effect have
Q What
tariffs had on production?
As far as U.S. production as a
whole, the answer is there has
A
been little to no effect. The OE mar-

ket continues to be exceptionally
strong with no signs of easing up.
The replacement market is down
some but should recover a bit, but the
replacement market will still be predominantly supplied by imports from
both domestic manufacturers as well as
import manufacturers. Our view is that
total imports will represent almost 50
percent of the replacement market. Chinese manufacturers are reportedly down
by 5-8 percent so far in 2019.

Will there be a shortage
Q
of TBR tires because of the
tariffs and duties?

We believe there will be shortages
of TBR tires in 2019. The timing
A
is the issue, so to what extent this will

occur is difficult to answer. We also
believe that we are uniquely positioned
to satisfy the needs of our customers
so they need not be overly concerned.

Where do you see the
Q
industry markets heading
during the last half of 2019?
OE, both tractor and trailer, remains strong. We feel it will conA
tinue that way into 2020. The replace-

ment market will depend on freight
tonnage, which in spite of all the predictions to the contrary, is still strong.
Freight pricing power remains
strong and drivers’ wages have been
increasing well beyond other industries in reaction to the driver shortage, which we see as a good thing.
The trend line overall is up.
Freight companies are continuing to try to address the “last mile”
or Amazon effect, which over time
will have a large effect as a trend
to be watched. AI and autonomous
vehicles are still many years from
being adopted but should be monitored. LNG and electric vehicles

have a better chance of earlier adoption by the market in our opinion.

you expect to roll out
Q Do
any more products in 2019?
We have been very active in rolling out new products in 2018 and
A
will continue that in 2019 and beyond.
In the TBR segment we have some
new drive tires, new wide-base tires
in both 65 and 50/55 series, new off
highway/severe service tires, new tires
designed specifically for intermodal
service, tires designed for waste haulers and we are relaunching our ROTR
and RIND products for construction
and earthmover markets.

you expect any investQ Doments
in the next six months?
I do not foresee any major investments in the U.S. from
A
the domestic manufacturers. Double
Coin continues to make investments
in both China and Thailand.

are some of the chalQ What
lenges going forward?
Finding and developing good
people to lead our company and
A
the industry.
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Apollo developing brand, sales strategy for N.A. market

N

orth America continues to be
a priority for Apollo Tyres
Ltd. as it continues to develop
products specifically for that market. The India-based tire maker discussed its strategy moving forward
with Tire Business.

Apollo Vredestein recentQ
ly launched the Quatrac
Pro, your first all-weather tire

designed for the UHP segment.
What is the main benefit of this
product? Is this an area the company has targeted for growth?
The Quatrac Pro is the first tire that
has been tested and tuned for the
North America market. With the introduction of Quatrac Pro, we are offering
customers driving on UHP tires a product
that is specifically for their requirement.
The all-weather is an interesting segment of the company. We’ve been one
of the few brands offering an all-weather
proposition for the last many years. Unlike, all-season tires, all-weather tires
stay soft and give grip at temperatures
above and below 7C, so they’ve become
a popular year-round tire in cities like
Boston, Chicago, Toronto and Vancouver, where drivers need tires to get them
through mountain passes and to ski hills
on weekends.
The other option for the customers is
to change between winter and all season / summer tires or have all-weather
tires year around. We are seeing a good
traction in Canada, northern parts of
America and many states in the US with
mountain ranges.

A
would you describe
Q How
business thus far in 2019?
for 2019 has been stable. It
A Business
is going as per our yearly plan.
How have tariffs and/or antiQ
dumping and countervailing
duties affected your company?
How are you reacting to them?
The North American operation
for Apollo Tyres gets its products from its manufacturing facilities
in the Netherlands and Hungary and
hence imports and tariffs haven’t affected us.

A

you expect to roll out any
Q Doadditional
products in 2019?
The year 2019 is a critical year for
A
the company’s North American
operation. Over the past three years, the

company has had a small team working
on defining its product strategy, working
with its global R&D centers based out
of India and the Netherlands to develop
product lines specifically for the North
American market.
Apollo Tyres is planning to introduce
two products in the second half of 2019.
The products to be introduced are for
the PCT UHP AS and PCT HP, CUV
AS segments. We continue working
with our global R&D teams and have
planned to introduce multiple products
in the coming 18-24 months.

Can you provide an update
Q
on the plant in Hungary?
How is production of truck tires

progressing?
The production in the Hungary plant
is as per schedule. The company is
confident that its European and North
American operations will show a strong
performance in the current year on the
back of increased supplies from Hungary.

A

Can you update the status of
Do you expect any major investHow has the UHP market
Q
Q
Q
your fifth plant, in Andhra,
ments in the next six months?
fared in light of the proliferaIndia? What is the timeline?
The management has earmarked a tion of LT, SUVs and CUVs?
The LT, SUV and CUV space is showCurrently, the company has four A sizable budget for the development
A
manufacturing facilities in India of seven product lines catering to the ing a higher growth rate, led by growth
— two (including a leased facility) in American market. We are confident of CUVs. Also, we see the LT and SUV
Kerala, and one each in Gujarat and
Tamil Nadu. The company is investing
in another Greenfield plant in Andhra
Pradesh to further strengthen its market
share in India. The project continues on
track and is expected to go on-stream
towards the end of 2019.

that with the investment planned,
including marketing spend and the
product offerings, we will aggressively reach out to the dealer community
and to the consumers about the superior value proposition being offered by
the company.

North America remain a
Do you have a minimum
Q Does
Q
priority?
advertised price (MAP)?
North America will be an importWe believe in the philosophy of
A
ant market for the company. We A “profitable growth” for us and
are put this in place a team to grow our our various stakeholders, including
presence in the U.S. over the next few
years. We are working on brand and
sales strategy, focused on identifying
the right product fitment for the market
and these are being productionized and
soon launched in the market.

you foresee building a
Q DoU.S.
plant in the future?
We are focusing on the HungaA
ry plant and later on our Andhra
Pradesh plant and want to get them to a
similar capacity utilization levels like
those of our other plants. We will decide
on the next course of actions after we have
achieved these priorities.

foresee any price hikes
Q DoinThetheyoucompany
second half of the year?
does not foresee any
A
price hikes. However, if there are
changes in the external environment, we
will evaluate and take decisions accordingly.

our channel partners. We have been
building our dealer network with people who are in alignment with this way
of working. In India and Europe, we
have seen that long-term relationships
are the key for our combined success
and will replicate a similar model in
this market. At our current stage of
business, a MAP may be restrictive
and may not allow us to react swiftly to
business opportunities.

How has the car manufacturers’
Q
move to light trucks, SUV and
CUVs impacted your product mix?
While some of our CUV sizes
A
are extremely high in demand,
we are yet to see a significant impact

on the composition of the industry by
the move by car manufacturers shift to
light trucks, SUV and CUVs. The PCT
market is still over 50 percent of replacement potential, and we do not see
a change in this for the next few years.

segments as a big growth opportunity for
the company and product development is
under way for these segments.

is your online strategy?
Q What
How is it evolving?
For the U.S. market, we see digA
ital/online forming the center of
our marketing communication strate-

gy. We are working on this strategy
and will be rolling it out soon. From
an online sales perspective, we are
not looking at exploring that possibility. Our focus remains on building a
strong dealer community.

there anything else you’d
Q Islike
to add?
The company has a two-pronged
A
growth strategy of investing in building our brand, and upping our techno-

logical prowess continues. It is gradually
increasing its R&D spends to come up
with technologically superior products
in various segments; this is also helping
it with incremental OE contracts, both in
India and Europe. Its spending on R&D is
the highest in the industry in India, which
is close to 2.5 percent of its sales.
From the R&D perspective, we have
a dedicated team focused on North
America product development. All the
products to be launched in the U.S. market are being extensively tested locally
in North America — both on test tracks
and on the ground to ensure that we have
the right products for the market.

Conti testing ‘Pitstop’
prognostics platform
TORONTO

F E AT U R E S

12’ Tire Service Truck (other sizes available) | Work lights | Strobes in front and rear | Hose reel
(2)36” and (2)48” Toolboxes | 1600lb Tire rack liftgate | Champion gas air compressor

www.smyrnatruck.com I 855-269-5347 I fmier@smyrnatruck.com

Continental A.G. is running a pilot
test program with Ansik Inc., a Toronto-based startup that’s developing
a platform under the Pitstop name
for predicting vehicle failures before
they happen.
The pilot program combines capabilities of the Pitstop Data Engine
with Continental’s Remote Vehicle Data (RVD) Platform to provide real-time, actionable insights
through a dashboard and mobile
application, Pitstop said.
The company claims the combined
data and prognostics tool can predict
failures and prevent inefficiencies,
which can help reduce maintenance
costs faced by the automotive industry.
The Pitstop prognostics platform
aggregates automotive data and
sends the information to a secure
remote server where algorithms,
artificial intelligence and machine
learning tools provide useful information about increasingly complex
automotive systems.
Noting that the value of the connected global car market is expected to reach $280 billion by 2026,
Pitstop founder and CEO Shiva
Bhardwaj said, “… we are seeing
predictive analytics play a vital role
in reducing unexpected downtime
and costs for businesses operating

in this industry.
“As business models move from
products to services, Pitstop is excited about exploring the opportunities
presented by combining Continental’s RVD Platform with our analytics
solution, to help our clients navigate
the changing transportation industry.”
Christopher Bahlman, head of
diagnostics and services for the Independent Aftermarket segment of
Continental’s Commercial Vehicles
& Aftermarket Business Unit in
North America, said: “Continental
is excited to be working with Pitstop
on the opportunities that combining
Pitstop’s analytics platform with
Continental’s RVD platform can
bring to the automotive industry.”
Pitstop, a cloud-based automotive
prognostic platform, also disclosed
it has received $1.5 million in seed
financing from Toronto-based VC
fund Ripple Ventures with participation from WorldQuant Ventures,
Hike VC, OCE, and MD from
Clairvest Michael Castellarin.
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Nexen
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company is and where it intends to be.
“Hopefully they leave here with
what they came with: Confidence in
Nexen, confidence in the direction
where we are going and confidence we
will take care of them through thick
and thin, no matter what,” said Mr.
Hagan, who has been part of the tire
industry for more than three decades.
“Our No. 1 goal is to try and have
a consistent relationship, but also a
supportive one. A lot of these dealers,
if not all of them, come to the table
knowing that you throw the problem
on the table, you work the problem.
Sometimes you win, sometimes you
lose, but at the end of the day, we’re
here for each other to be successful.”
When Mr. Hagan joined Nexen at
the end of 2016 — after a career that
included stops at Linglong Tire Co.
Ltd., Kumho Tire Co. Inc., Toyo Tire
& Rubber Co. Ltd. and Pirelli Tire
L.L.C. — he said he found some complacency and a sense of entitlement.
“We pretty much switched it out
where everyone is held accountable
for everything they do,” Mr. Hagan
said. “It’s instilled in their mind
hopefully that accountability is the
key to everything,”
Today, he said, employees who
provide sales forecasts must stand
by those numbers. They review data
daily, monitoring what was delivered and what wasn’t.
“The sales team is always trying to
learn from yesterday,” he said. “We’ve
done a very good job of learning from
the past to help build our future.”
Most recently, he hired another
industry veteran, Megan Wentz, as
marketing manager.
“We’ve talked over and over about
creating some continuity, consistency
and longevity, with our planning,” Ms.
Wentz said. “The big priority with me
is making sure this plan is for the next
five or seven years and beyond.”
Mr. Hagan attributed Nexen’s
resurgence to a variety of factors.
They include:

John Hagan, executive vice president,
sales, of Nexen Tire America Inc., addresses dealers during a dealer appreciation event held in Napa, Calif.

y Strong products.
Mr. Hagan told dealers that since
2000, Nexen has sold 395 million
units without a recall.
He mentioned three products as
standard bearers: The N Priz AH8
grand touring all-season tire; the Rodian MTX mud-terrain tire; and the
Rodian AT Pro RA8 all-terrain tire.
The N Priz AH8, which debuted
in 2017, is available in 59 sizes, in
14 to 19-inch rim diameters, and it
features a 70,000-mile treadwear
warranty. “The thing just runs,” Mr.
Hagan said. “There’s nothing negative about that.”
The Roadian MTX, launched at
the 2017 Specialty Equipment Market Association (SEMA) Show in
Las Vegas, can “run with the big
dogs,” Mr. Hagan said, referring to
the Tier 1 manufacturers.
“We priced it competitively with
the value that speaks for itself,” he
said. “But like any tire manufacturer, when you introduce a new line,
you want to go from zero to a million. With this segment, we didn’t

Toyo’s Q1 sales, earnings
fall; forecast unchanged
HYOGO, Japan

Toyo Tire Corp. reported lower
sales and earnings for the quarter ended March 31 as the company’s business in Japan and in world
markets other than North America
waned.
Operating earnings fell 4 percent
to $92.5 million on 3.8 percent lower
sales of $821.9 million, Toyo reported. During the quarter, Toyo took a
one-time extraordinary loss of $17
million related to its rubber seismic
isolation products business, reducing
net income 16.2 percent to $51.2 million.
Toyo reported sales drops of 7.2
percent and 12.2 percent respectively, in Japan and “other” international
markets, which offset a 2.1 percent
increase in sales in North America,
to nearly $420 million.
Toyo’s tire business unit suffered
an 8.3 percent drop in operating
income, to $95.8 million, on 2.5
percent lower sales of $716 million.
Toyo reported a slight change in
the sales mix, with OE sales rising

take this approach. We said, let’s get
out to dealers ... so dealers have to
speak on the tire.”
The Rodian AT Pro RA8 also was
designed to go after the Tier 1s, Mr.
Hagan said, at a lower price point.
“It just keeps on growing double
digits every year,” he said. “It’s been
very good for us.”
Nexen recently forged a partnership with TBC Corp., which
includes wholesale and retail locations.
y Investment in North America
and abroad.
In the last year, Nexen opened a
$1 billion tire plant in Zatec, Czech
Republic, that will supply Europe
and other areas abroad.
While the plant won’t produce
units for North America, Mr. Hagan said it would free up capacity at
Nexen’s two plants in South Korea.
And that’s important, he said, to help
maintain the company’s fill rates,
which he said are north of 95 percent.
In fact, he said the company only recently initiated a back-order system.
“There is no need to have a system before,” Mr. Hagan said. “I
could argue there is no need now.
We have two warehouses, and if we
can have a back-order system that
can help us and get as close to 100
percent as possible, it makes us better in the long run.”
Nexen has inaugurated a 613,000sq.-ft. central research center in
Seoul that will become the company’s hub for its R&D centers in the
U.S., Europe and China.
The tire maker invested $178 million over two years in the center,
called “Nexen UniverCity.” The structure stands eight stories tall with two
additional stories underground and
consumes an entire block in Seoul.
It also is putting the finishing touches on a North American R&D center
in Richfield, Ohio, just north of Akron.
The tech centers, he said, are
helping to boost Nexen’s burgeoning original equipment business,
which increased to 3.5 million units
in 2018 from 600,000 in 2013.

Tire Business photos by Don Detore

Tire Business Special Feature

Michael J. Brown (left) of the Robert Mondavi Winery in Napa, Calif., explains the wine-making process, as Jong Sun Kim, CEO of Nexen Tire America Inc., and In Kuyang Kim look on.

Nexen has fitments with Hyundai Motor Co., Kia Motors Corp.,
Honda Motor Co. and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles in North America
and in Europe with, among others,
Volkswagen A.G. , Audi A.G., Mercedes-Benz A.G. and Porsche A.G.
In fact, the tire maker said it has fitments with 152 total models globally, including 32 in the U.S.
Its Associate Dealer program.
yy
Mr. Hagan said the program took
shape in 2008 and is beginning to
take off this year.
“We created a strong, simplistic
program,” he said. “... It’s consistent,
it’s fair, and it enables growth.”
He said many other programs
“are just worried about growth, worried about you’re buy in. I don’t believe there is another program that
actually goes soup to nuts.”
Mr. Hagan said the software for
Nexen’s Associate Dealer program is
built to include direct-to-consumers
sales. But, he said, that won’t happen.
“We have dealers. We have distribution,” he said. “We support that.
They’re the ones that should be (selling tires).”
Mr. Hagan said it’s extremely important for Nexen to keep the lines
of communication open between the

MAX
STOP

tire maker and its dealers. He said
the goal is to respond to any issue
within 24 hours.
He likened the relationship to a
marriage.
“Throw the problem on the table,
let’s look at it and find a solution,”
he said. “Let’s be big, and if there
is no solution, let’s move on. We go
in with this attitude: We’ve always
found a solution.”
Mr. Hagen said Nexen was once
consider a low Tier 2 or Tier 3 product. Today, he asserts, it remains a
strong Tier 2, a diamond in the rough.
“We have been, for years, flying under the radar,” he said. “I think 2019 is
the year we don’t fly under the radar
anymore. ... We’re in the air.”

When it comes to braking, every foot is worth a
mile. In a recent 60–0 mph wet braking test, the
Maxtour LX stopped shorter than the competition.
Introducing the GT Radial
Maxtour LX.

132.8
FT

to 19.6 percent or 9 million tires
shipped during the quarter, from
17.4 percent a year ago; commensurately, replacement market shipments slipped to 80.4 percent of the
total.
The extraordinary loss pertains to
sub-standard seismic isolation bearings the company sold in 2015. The
loss relates to potential claims still
outstanding related to products and
their installation.
For the full fiscal year, Toyo said
there is no change from the forecast
issued in mid-February — operating earnings to slip 5.6 percent versus fiscal 2018 on 1.7 percent higher
sales.

MAXTOUR LX

All-Season Performance
Premium Ride Comfort
LEADING
COMPETITOR C

42 Sizes on Popular
opular Fitments

140.7

70,000 Mile Tread Warranty

FT

LEADING
COMPETITOR B
LEADING
COMPETITOR A

144.3
FT

143.5
FT

24/7 Roadside Assistance
All trademarks, service marks and product
names are the property of their respective
owners. Test conducted in Q1 of 2019. Tires
tested were size 215/55R17. Individual results
may vary depending on vehicle type, tire
maintenance, driving style, and road conditions.

Visit MaxtourLX.com and experience the performance.
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Michelin inks JV agreement
to repurpose Dundee tire site
DUNDEE, Scotland

By Don Detore

HUNTERSVILLE, N.C.

From left, Steve Dunlop, Jerome Monsaingeon, economy
secretary Derek Mackay and councillor John Alexander
sign the agreement to repurpose the Dundee tire plant.

panies, research institutions and highly skilled people.
Scotland’s economy secretary Derek Mackay said MSIP
would create new employment and investment opportunities for
Dundee and demonstrate Michelin’s commitment to the region.
“The Scottish Government will continue to do all we
can to realize these ambitious plans, which will provide
Dundee with a first-class innovation center,” he added.

South Korean students team judged best
in Michelin Challenge Design competition
GREENVILLE, S.C.

A team of university students
from South Korea has won the 2019
Michelin Challenge Design competition, “Inspiring Mobility,” which
challenged participants to design
a mobility solution that will evoke
a personal connection around joy,
trust, security or freedom for inhabitants of major metro areas in 2035.
The winners — Jintae Tak, Minseok
Choi, Doohee Lee and Joonyong Lee
of Kookmin University College of
Design — submitted an idea dubbed
“Depot,” which offers citizens of
Berlin in 2035 a mobile conveyance
that can double as a pop-up-style individual space.
The Challenge Design competition suggested the cities of Berlin,
Mumbai, New York, São Paulo and
Shanghai as the targeted metropolises for the participants’ design entries.
Created by Michelin Group in
2001 to encourage and recognize
the global design community, Michelin Challenge Design has become recognized as a prestigious
design competition, thanks in part
to its jury members, who are often
the advanced design leaders for major auto makers.

ATD realigns senior
leadership team
ddetore@crain.com

European Rubber Journal Report

Group Michelin has signed a joint venture agreement
to build an innovation center on the site of its soon-toclose tire plant at Baldovie in Dundee.
Called Michelin Scotland Innovation Parc (MSIP)
Ltd., the JV with Scottish Enterprise and Dundee City
Council will repurpose the site to focus on sustainable-mobility and low-carbon energy developments.
The agreement, signed May 31, firms up proposals to
secure a future for the 845-employee site, after Michelin
announced in November that it would cease the tire production there in 2020.
“By incorporating MSIP Ltd., we are taking a first
concrete step in delivering against our shared ambitions
of providing employment opportunities for our workforce,” said Jerome Monsaingeon, Michelin’s representative on the JV board.
The project will create “a flagship innovation center in
Dundee (that will place) Scotland at the forefront in the
fight against climate change,” Mr. Monsaingeon said.
The partners believe that the innovation center can
become a global center for innovation, attracting com-
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A South Korean group of students
won the 2019 Michelin Challenge
Design competition.

Second place went to Robert
Crick of London for his design entry
“Renault Fold,” and third place to
Junghyun Kim and Hanum Jeong of
Seoul, South Korea, for their entry
“Volvo Intersection.”
The three winning designs and
12 finalists were chosen by the jury

from more than 1,500 entrants representing 71 countries. In the past 19
years, Michelin Challenge Design
has received more than 14,000 entries from 134 countries.
Representatives from the first-,
second- and third-place winners were
scheduled to appear at the “Movin’On Summit,” the global sustainable mobility event being held June
4-6 in Montreal.
“The discussion that we are hearing in the mobility sector is primarily around technology. We wanted to
use Michelin Challenge Design as a
catalyst — a way to get to the root
emotion and core question that we
want that technology to answer,” Ben
Ebel, lead user experience designer,
Michelin North America Inc., said.
“That is a very underserved part of
the mobility discussion.
“We’ve forgotten about the journey,” Mr. Ebel said.
“Whenever we talk about mobility, it’s all about efficiency and movement. Whether it be people or boxes.
In fact, a lot of multimodal systems
don’t differentiate between these two.
What we are seeing here, in these entries, is a different vision that forces
you to humanize the experience.”

The names are the same, but the
some of the responsibilities will
change for the leadership team at
American Tire Distributors Inc.
(ATD).
North America’s largest tire distributor has promoted a number of
key employees in a realignment it
says “reflects the company’s evolution to date,” while accelerating
the “company’s ongoing transformation to becoming the most connected and insightful automotive
solutions provider in the industry.”
Among the changes are:
Owen Schiano to chief operyy
ating officer, a newly created position;
y Keith Calcagno to chief
merchant and strategy officer, a
newly created position; and
Chief Digital and Technolyy
ogy Officer Ivy Chin was given
additional responsibilities to unify
the firm’s technology and digital
ecosystems.
The moves are effective immediately.
ATD said the changes are not the
result of restructuring done last year
in the wake of financial difficulties,
but rather represent “our progressive
advancement in our evolution” and
“the continuing advancement we’re
making in our strategy for our business and our vision for the industry.”
ATD CEO and President Stuart
Schuette said the changes “are designed to propel ATD forward and
accelerate execution towards our
strategy. We’re very proud of the
team at ATD and the collective talent that has become unique for us
in the industry.”
Mr. Schiano, previously president, U.S. field operations, now will
lead ATD’s U.S. field sales team and
the company’s supply chain operations across North America.
ATD said melding these functions
is a natural step for ATD, “designed
to create further synergy between

our sales and supply chain operations
and to deliver ATD’s unparalleled
customer experience and the broadest assortment of tires, wheels and
shop supplies,” ATD said.
Mr. Schiano, who joined the
company in 2016 after holding various management positions at U.S.
Foods, will continue to oversee
ATD’s corporate, strategic, customer service and specialty sales
teams, in addition to Tire Pros and
supply chain operations.
In his new role, Mr. Calcagno,
formerly chief marketing and merchandising officer, will focus on
merchandising and marketing in
conjunction with ATD’s manufacturing partners to help customers.
Mr. Calcagno, who has been with
ATD since 2003, will continue to
oversee the development of ATD’s
transformation strategy and the company’s project management office,
which the company said is focused
on driving efficiencies and speedto-market for strategic initiatives for
ATD customers and suppliers.
Ms. Chin, who joined ATD nearly a year ago, will focus on unifying
ATD’s technology and digital ecosystems, including the business-to-consumer TireBuyer.com platform.
Ms. Chin, who previously was a
digital vice president at PetSmart
Inc. and Belk Inc., will continue
to develop digital tools in order to
“deliver an unsurpassed, digitally
enabled associate and customer experience,” ATD said.
“Our associates have been essential to sustaining ATD’s performance
in the face of unprecedented industry
change,” Mr. Schuette said. “Together with their teams, they have driven
our strategy with excellence and passion,” Mr. Schuette said.
“These changes accelerate the
company’s ongoing transformation to
becoming the most connected and insightful automotive solutions provider
in the industry,” the company said.
ATD has around 5,000 employees, about the same as it did last
year after its restructuring.

RNR

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

yyTammy Niederhelman of Carl Junction, Mo.,
received her car at RNR’s Joplin, Mo., store. She lost her
child in the 2011 Joplin tornado but later wanted to become
a foster parent for children in need of a home in her area.
She has fostered several children and over the six years of
fostering children, she has adopted four children.
Carol Vangilder of Redfield, Ark., was awarded her
yy
car at RNR’s Little Rock, Ark., location. Her nomination
was submitted by her daughter and son, who noted her long
list of community involvement and caring for the elderly
despite her own medical needs. Her story involved selfless
service to friends, family and strangers.
yyJennifer Wheeler of Tampa, received a Ford Fusion. “I am so thankful for this honor,” said Ms. Wheeler. “This Ford Fusion will help tremendously, with myself and my family and what I do to help others in the
community. There are so many opportunities to help
people and this is definitely going to help me do it!”
“At RNR, we value philanthropy and giving back. As
David, I too was raised by a hardworking, single mom

Schiano

Calcagno

Goodyear
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Carol Vangilder of Redfield, Ark., was among three
women who were awarded a new car from RNR.

who gave all she had to provide a good life for her and
her children. It’s an honor to positively impact the lives
of the hardworking moms across the nation,” said Larry Sutton, founder and president of RNR Tire Express.
“Mothers give everything they have to support their
children and unfortunately, the world sometimes repays
them with harsh life challenges and roadblocks.”

proprietary artificial intelligence
technology to predict maintenance.
Then the system automatically
schedules service, which is done using the tire maker’s outlets and mobile
vans, which are dispatched to install
tires onsite at their charging stations,
thus maintaining vehicle safety.
In February, Goodyear struck tire
supply deals with two autonomous
vehicle developers that it hopes will
yield insight into tire development
for AVs.
The deals are with Local Motors

Chin

Inc., a Chandler, Ariz.-based “ground
mobility” company, and Sales-Lentz
Group S.A. of Luxembourg.
The deal with Local Motors involves the Arizona company’s Olli
eight-passenger autonomous shuttle
vehicles, which are capable of operating at speeds up to 25 mph with a
range of up to 40 miles, depending
on load.
Goodyear will supply Local Motors with an exclusive tire fitment —
which it declined to identify — for
Olli vehicles with an eye toward collecting data on the operational and
maintenance needs of tires fitted on
driverless vehicles.
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BUSINESS FOR SALE
Profitable Upstate NY Tire & Auto Shop
Owner Retiring - Annual Rev
$8.0MM+ Business Price
$3,950,000 RE Available to
buy/lease 972-999-9287
info@powersportslistings.com

COMMERCIAL TIRES

HELP WANTED

MAKE
DRC -USA exclusive distributor

VIETNAM COMERCIAL TIRES MANUFACTURER
drctiresusa@gmail.com • Sonny Tran: 702-302-6636 • Sonnybosco.com

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT

POP
WITH

OUTSIDE SALES
Greenball Corporation, a family owned and operated specialty tire company, is
seeking outside sales representatives to cover the NE and SE regions of the US.
• Tire Industry Outside Sales Experience Required
• Proven track record in developing sales & maintaining existing accounts
• Must be self-motivated and possess good communication skills
• B2B travel required
We offer a competitive benefit package and salary with commission. Paid travel
expenses.
E-mail resume to recruiter@greenball.com

COLOR
Experienced Sales Manager Wanted

SOFTWARE

Not all wheel balancers
are the same
It is easy to make a cheap wheel balancer by
copying 20 year old technology where all the
patents have expired.

And anybody can make a wheel balancer look reliable by increasing the
tolerance so high that it always reads zero, or look deceivingly good quality
on the brochure thanks to some clever photography touch-up.
But when you start having customer come-backs (or even worse, they
don’t come back, ever!), embarrassing situations that can’t be resolved, high
consumption of expensive wheel weights, and frustrating breakdowns, it is
only then you appreciate the true value of a premium quality balancer.
Our Wheel Balancers use the highest quality Italian components used
by the ‘Big 3’ Italian manufacturers. Precision engineering of the vibratory
system, and advanced features that ensure both reliable results and a
reliable machine were the absolute minimum standard when we set out
to produce a balancer range capable of working in the most demanding
environments. The saying goes ‘buy cheap, buy twice’, need we say more.

ATLAS PLATINUM. A Premium quality
product, without paying a premium.

Isn’t it time you moved to Atlas Platinum..?

For friendly, expert advice, call

TIRES WANTED
“SELL US YOUR TIRES!”
We will purchase outright, your entire inventory of new, used,
dated, or obsolete tractor rears, sprayer, or combine tires (no
passenger, light or HD truck please). Give us a call or drop us a line
with a description and we will make an appointment to evaluate
your stock. Ph 507-607-0625 or email jeff@ntstiresupply.com

USED TIRES FOR SALE

866.457.1523

Top Ten International Tire & Rubber Mfg. specializing in import TBR
& commercial products seeking. Self-motivated, goal oriented,
proven leaders for regional sales manager positions-Middle West.
Qualified candidates will have:
• Commercial TBR related experience
• Factory direct-import container sales knowledge
• College degree and or, equivalent education-experience
• Business computer skills-excel proficient etc.
Competitive salary and commission program-paid travel expenses
Please send complete resume & contact information to:
tiresalesrecruit@gmail.com if interested.
Sumitomo Rubber North America, Inc. is dedicated to providing value
in the Falken High Performance Tire brand through a sustained commitment to advanced technological achievement, innovative products, a
heightened level of environmental consciousness and the belief that
sound business practices lead to successful partners. SRNA, Inc. services
the United States and Canada through six (7) Distribution Centers in
Fontana, CA - Joliet, IL - Portland, TN - Grand Prairie, TX Jacksonville, FL
Robbinsville, NJ and Buffalo, NY
FALKEN TIRES NOW HIRING!!

atlasautoequipment.com

Warranty Tire Technician – Grand Prairie, TX
Warehouse Associate/Local Delivery Driver – Robbinsville, NJ
Class A Driver – Robbinsville, NJ
Benefit Package Includes:

Highlight Your
Equipment Supplies
& Business Tools HERE

• Medical/Dental/Vision/Life Insurance
• 401K w/ Company match
• PTO - Vacation/Sick/Holiday
• Tuition Reimbursement Program
Interested candidates apply online:
• Employee Tire Discount
https://falkentire.prevueaps.com/jobs/

Call 330-865-6117
for details and
program offers.

The World’s Next
Leading Brand

USED TIRES FOR SALE

SALES MANAGER

With design and manufacture up to 32 inch UHP tire and 30 inch MT tire
(the world’s first made 44x16.50R30LT), TRI-ACE tire USA company is looking for Sales
Manager to develop sales of TRI-ACE brand UHP, Light Truck tire and MARK MA brand
Light Truck tire in the U.S.
Must travel and have history of success in growing sales and providing excellent
customer service to dealers as well as wholesalers.
Territory: Southeast, Northeast, Southwest & North Central. We offer
competitive salary and benefits. Must have 5+ year experience in sales of UHP and Light
Truck tire.
E-mail resume to: HR@TRI-ACETYRE.COM
TRI-ACE WHEEL & TIRE CORP. • www.tri-acetireusa.com

SPECIALITY TIRES

Quality used tires
Customizable Mixes
Domestic & International Shipping
14”-24” Passenger Car, SUV, UHP & LT sizes
Lakin Tire West
(800) 488-2752

www.lakintire.com

Lakin Tire East
(800) 368-8473

Contender Solid Tires
Large
in stock
inventory
Direct .
wholesale
pricing.

Loader Tires

Skid Steer Tires

Advance Tire Inc.

Your complete source for solid tires
(800) 445-6647 • www.advancetires.com

Move Surplus Inventory
Sell it in
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Tariffs

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

pledge of President Trump’s and
what could be a big victory for this
country.”
In his May 30 tweet, President
Trump said the U.S. would begin
placing a 5-percent tariff on all goods
entering from Mexico.
Those tariffs would be raised 5
percent over the next four months,
to a maximum of 25 percent, and
remain at the 25-percent level until
Mexico took major action to curb illegal immigration, the president said.
Tweeting from Normandy, where
he addressed the ceremony for the
75th-anniversary commemoration of
D-Day, President Trump said he would
stand firm on his demand for tariffs.
“Progress is being made, but not
nearly enough!” President Trump
tweeted. “If no agreement is reached,
Tariffs at the 5-percent level will be-

Visit us on the web at www.tirebusiness.com

gin on Monday, with monthly increases as per schedule.”
Mexico is the largest trading partner of the U.S., with trade last year
valued at $346.5 billion. A 5-percent tariff on that amount of trade
generates up to $17 billion in duties.
The U.S. and Mexico have a robust trade in tires, according to
U.S. Department of Commerce data.
Mexico is the U.S.’s No. 2 tire sector
export destination, taking in $1.64
billion worth of U.S.-produced tires
and tire-related products last year.
In return, the U.S. imported $920.8
million, resulting in a trade surplus
of $723.8 million.
Companies producing tires in Mexico are: Cooper Tire & Rubber Co.;
Goodyear; Group Michelin; JK Tyre
& Industries; and Pirelli & C. S.p.A.
Trump’s announcement on Mexican tariffs came two weeks after
the U.S., Canada and Mexico announced jointly that tariffs on Ca-

nadian and Mexican steel and aluminum would end after 14 months.
That move was universally seen as an
effort to speed approval of the USMCA,
as well as a boon to manufacturers and
consumers in all three countries.
Therefore, the announcement of
the new tariffs on Mexico stunned
U.S. business associations.
The Motor & Equipment Manufacturers Association (MEMA), which
has consistently opposed tariffs, said
imposing tariffs on Mexican goods
would not create a more secure border.
Instead, such tariffs “will only
serve as an additional tax on the
American people by increasing
the cost of goods and putting jobs
and investment in the U.S. at risk,”
MEMA said.
Motor vehicle parts trade between
the U.S. and Mexico totaled $165
billion in 2018, equivalent to $452
million per day, MEMA noted.
David French, senior vice president

Michelin
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

molded onto the circular platform that attaches
to the end of the spokes. This assembly is then
bolted to an aluminum wheel cover/mounting
plate that contains the wheel hub.
“Uptis represents progress toward Michelin’s vision for tomorrow’s mobility,” Mr. Vinesse said, “and also embodies our commitment to a better, sustainable mobility for all.”
While GM was introduced as the development
partner of Uptis, the technology is not exclusive to
the U.S. car maker, according to Michelin CEO
Florent Menegaux, leaving the door open for other vehicle makers to consider it a well.
GM, however, was the first to express an
interest and therefore has a head start in the
development process.
Michelin and GM have entered into a joint
research agreement under which the companies
intend to further develop and validate the Uptis
prototype with the goal of introducing Uptis on
passenger models as early as 2024.
Michelin and GM have been testing the prototype on vehicles such as the Chevrolet Bolt
EV and disclosed that they intend to initiate
real-world testing of Uptis on a test fleet of
Bolt EV vehicles in Michigan.
The companies have been granted permission to test vehicles with the Uptis tire/wheel
on public roads in South Carolina and have
applied for permission in Michigan, as well as
in a number of other states such as California,
Georgia and North Carolina, a spokesman
said. Permission is necessary since Uptis is
not yet considered a legal road-going product.
“General Motors is excited about the possibilities that Uptis presents, and we are thrilled to
collaborate with Michelin on this breakthrough
technology,” Steve Kiefer, GM senior vice president, global purchasing and supply chain, said
at the product’s launch at Movin’On, Michelin’s
global sustainable transportation summit.
“Uptis is an ideal fit for propelling the automo-

A look at the Uptis deforming.

tive industry into the future and a great example
of how our customers benefit when we collaborate and innovate with our supplier partners.”
From GM’s perspective, Uptis represents a
maintenance-free product that offers the prospect
of essentially no tire/wheel-related breakdowns.
Mr. Kiefer said GM likely would introduce the
product on a limited basis, targeting electric vehicles and fleets initially, which also could lead to
development work on autonomous vehicles.
Eventually, though, GM foresees airless tire/
wheel composites as compatible with its full
range of passenger vehicles, Mr. Kiefer said,
declining to comment on the extent of GM’s
exclusivity with Michelin on this product.
According to Michelin, the airless aspect of
the Uptis means drivers of passenger vehicles
feel safer on the road and operators of passenger vehicle fleets will minimize downtime and
improve efficiency.
In addition, society at large should see benefits from “extraordinary” environmental savings through reduced use of raw materials for
replacement tire or spare tire production.
Mr. Vinesse said the Uptis tire/wheel assembly weighs about 5 percent more than a
comparable pneumatic tire/wheel assembly,
but using an airless tire/wheel product eliminates the need for a spare, resulting in a net
weight improvement.
The Uptis differs from the Tweel in that

USED TIRES FOR SALE
Looking for a company to purchase all or most of our quality used
tires and casings. Need a consistent buyer that is capable of
handling a large volume of car, light truck, and semi tires.
2000+ Passenger and light truck tires and 400+ semi per week.
You must visit our facility and sort your own tires. We’ve been in
business for 25+ years and are very reputable.

Contact Dave at 701-319-0777

Highlight Your Equipment Supplies &
Business Tools HERE
Call 330-865-6117 for details and
program offers.

for government relations at the National Retail Federation, said tariffs
on Mexican goods would raise the
cost of living for American families.
“Forcing Americans to pay more
for produce, electronics, auto parts
and clothes isn’t the answer to the
nation’s immigration challenges,
and this certainly won’t help move
USMCA forward,” Mr. French said.
The American Chemistry Council noted that $543 million worth
of chemical products cross the
U.S.-Mexico border every week.
“A tax on all imports from Mexico, followed by Mexico’s likely retaliation on U.S. chemicals exports,
would erect huge cost barriers between American manufacturers and
the products they depend on to succeed,” the ACC said.
The Plastics Industry Association
said tariffs on Mexican goods would
cause “immediate harm to the plastics supply chain” as well as endan-

gering USMCA ratification.
The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) said it agreed
with the Trump administration on
the need for immigration reform,
but said retaliatory tariffs were the
wrong way to accomplish it.
“Intertwining difficult trade, tariff and immigration issues creates
a Molotov cocktail of policy, and
America’s manufacturing workers
should not be forced to suffer because of the failure to fix our immigration system,” said NAM President and CEO Jay Timmons.
Mexican trade officials held emergency talks with U.S. government
officials the week of June 3, including a June 3 meeting between U.S.
Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross
and Mexican Economy Secretary
Graciela Marquez Colin, and one
on June 5 between Vice President
Pence and Mexican Foreign Minister Marcelo Ebrard.

the Tweel is ideal for high-load, low-speed erate “extraordinary” environmental savings by
uses — such as on lawn-care or smaller ma- cutting into approximately 200 million tires worldterials-handling platforms — whereas Uptis wide that are scrapped prematurely every year as
is being designed to deliver performance in- a result of punctures, damage from road hazards
distinguishable from a comparable pneumatic or improper air pressure that causes uneven wear.
Mr. Vinesse also acknowledged an airless tire/
tire, Michelin spokesmen said.
The Uptis shown at Movin’On on a Chevy wheel product like Uptis could lead to a resurBolt EV was designated a size 215/45N17, where gence in retreading of consumer tires, although
N represents non-pneumatic. Eventually the in- retreading in this sense likely would involve 3D
dustry will have to come up with accepted sizing printing — or “recharging” — of new treads.
This is not Michelin’s first attempt to bring a
nomenclature and roadworthiness testing protodistinctly different technology to market with an
cols for non-pneumatics, a spokesman said.
Michelin has tested the Uptis prototype in OE customer. In 2005 it worked with American
both extreme heat and cold environments and Honda Motor Co. to bring the Pax non-standard
determined neither affects the concept’s per- tire/wheel run-flat system to market on Honda’s
formance. On the contrary, a spokesman said, Odyssey minivan, only to discontinue it three
it offers considerable advantages in extreme years later due to customer dissatisfaction.
The companies later settled a class-action
heat conditions since there’s no risk of drivers
running their tires underinflated, which al- consumer lawsuit pertaining to the Pax system.
most always leads to premature failure.
The new design, in development for much of
the past decade, means the Uptis won’t be built/
assembled in Michelin’s Tweel factory in South
Carolina. Prototype versions are being built in
South Carolina, but once production ready,
Michelin intends to build/assemble them at
its plant in Chennai, India.
Michelin claims the Uptis prototype
represents a major advancement toward
achieving its Vision Concept, which debuted at the 2017 Movin’On Summit. The
Vision Concept introduced four key pillars
of innovation: airless, connected, 3D-printed and 100-percent sustainable (entirely renewable or biosourced materials).
“Uptis demonstrates that Michelin’s vision for a future of sustainable mobility is
clearly an achievable dream,” Michelin Group
CEO Florent Menegaux said.
“Through work with strategic partners like GM, who share our ambitions Aluminum wheel
for transforming mobility, we can seize assembly
the future today.”
Composite rubber and proprietary Designed with renowned car
innovative high-strength resin
manufacturers for passenger
Mr. Vinesse stressed that developing a
embedded fiberglass
car performance
product like Uptis could help Michelin gen-
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Emanuel Tire, LLC
800-445-1887

Email: demanuel@emanueltire.com

Sell it in TIREBUSINESS

Continental Earthmoving tires deliver optimal durability,
performance and safety in the harshest environments
known to man. Every single tire is specifically designed
to excel in its designated application due to its superior
manufacturing quality. ContiEarth™ tires are the epitome
of strength in every sense of the word.

But strength is only half the battle. Producing a smart tire
is the future of efficient and cost-effective operations. We’re
the only manufacturer to include an embedded sensor which
monitors air pressure and internal temperature in every radial
OTR tire. Combine our smart sensor technology with advanced
compounding and you have a tire that’s truly brilliant.

For more details on the full line of Continental OTR products visit continental-specialty.com.

